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ABSTRACT
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
Rochester Institute of Technology

Degree: Doctor of Philosophy

Program: Microsystems Engineering

Name of Candidate: Rami A. Wahsheh
Title: Nanophotonic and Nanoplasmonic Couplers: Analysis and Fabrication

Mode mismatch between waveguides of different geometries and propagation mechanisms causes
radiation and back reflection, which results in significant loss of optical power. This is considered
one of the obstacles that prevents multiple applications of the optical integrated circuits. In this
dissertation, we design, fabricate, and experimentally demonstrate four novel photonic couplers
that achieve mode matching between hybrid waveguides. These hybrid waveguides include
conventional optical waveguides, photonic crystal (PC) waveguides, and plasmonic waveguides.
First, we propose a novel method to enhance the coupling efficiency between a dielectric
waveguide and a planar PC. This method is based on introducing structural imperfections that
cause a change in the mode size and shape inside the taper to match that of the PC line-defect
waveguide. These imperfections are introduced by changing the size and position of the inner
taper rods. Our results show that introducing the structural imperfections increases the coupling to
96% without affecting the transmission spectrum of the structure. Second, we demonstrate
through numerical simulations and experiments that low crosstalk between two crossed linedefect waveguides formed in a square lattice PC structure can be achieved by using a resonant
cavity at the intersection area. The PC resonator consists of cubic air-holes in silicon. The
theoretical and experimental crosstalk values are approximately -40 dB and -20 dB, respectively.
Third, we introduce a novel silicon microring vertical coupler that efficiently couples light into a
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide. A specific mode is excited to match the effective index of
the SOI guided mode by oblique incidence. The vertical leakage from the microring forms
gradual coupling into the SOI slab. Coupling efficiency up to 91% is demonstrated numerically.
The coupler is fabricated and tested to confirm the analytical results. Fourth, we present a novel
design, analysis, and fabrication of an ultracompact coupler and a 1 × 2 splitter based on
plasmonic waveguides. In addition, we present two nano-scale plasmonic devices: a directional
coupler and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The devices are embedded between two dielectric
waveguides. Our simulation results show a coupling efficiency of 88% for the coupler, 45% for
each splitter’s branch, 37% for a 2 × 2 directional coupler switch, and above 50% for the
proposed designs of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In order to confirm the analytical results,
the plasmonic air-slot coupler and splitter are fabricated and tested.
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Program Director
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Optical fiber interconnects and optical integrated circuits (OICs) are replacing their
electrical counterparts mainly due to their low transmission losses, small size, large
bandwidth, and high speed. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology is used in the
fabrication of both the optical and electrical integrated circuits, which makes it possible
for future miniaturization of optoelectronic components and integration on the same chip.
A class of photonic waveguides that have been widely used is based on SOI. The main
source of losses in the SOI waveguides is from the sidewall roughness which can be
reduced by oxidation smoothing and anisotropic etching methods [1]. Other sources
involve coupling light into and out of the OIC as well as connecting different types of
waveguides on the same chip. Mode correction is needed when coupling light between
two waveguides that have different mode profiles. The mismatch in the mode profile
causes radiation and back reflection losses. This problem is considered one of the main
obstacles that prevents the multiple applications of the optical integrated circuits. The

1

future of dense optical integrated circuits requires the use of hybrid waveguides. Three
main types of waveguides are used in OICs: conventional optical waveguides, photonic
crystal (PC) waveguides, and plasmonic waveguides. The first guides light by total
internal reflection, while the second by Bragg reflection, and the third by surface plasmon
polariton. Integrating and connecting these waveguides, which usually have different
geometries and propagation mechanisms, is needed to build efficient optical integrated
circuits. Butt coupling is not the optimum solution to achieve high coupling efficiency due
to the existence of mode mismatch [2]. The interface between these waveguides should be
designed to achieve high power transmission. Therefore, the proposed methods in the
literature aim to match the mode profile in each waveguide so that high coupling
efficiency is achieved.
One way that is widely used to achieve modal conversion is by using a taper to change
the mode size adiabatically [3-10]. The key point is to change the waveguide dimensions
so that the mode size matches that of the input or output waveguide. Theoretically, as the
taper length goes to infinity, all modes couple to the fundamental mode. Practically, taper
lengths are finite and in turn total coupling cannot be achieved. To achieve high coupling
efficiency, the light beam inside the tapered waveguide should be perturbed by means
other than the linear geometry of the tapered waveguide. Sanchis et al. [10] used both a
PC tapered waveguide and two extra defects at the interface between a dielectric and a PC
waveguide. They achieved over 80% coupling efficiency. We advanced their work by
using a nonlinear tapered waveguide and extra defects [11-14]. We achieved 96%
coupling efficiency by changing the size and position of the inner taper rods.

2

Tapered waveguides are also used to couple light between dielectric waveguides and
plasmonic waveguides [15-17]. Veronis and Fan [17] achieved 93% coupling efficiency
between a silicon waveguide and a silver-air-silver plasmonic waveguide. Their proposed
taper is long (400 nm) and its design requires the use of special software. We designed a
compact taper of a length of 33 nm and achieved 90% coupling efficiency [18]. Then we
designed different optical devices [19-22]: splitters, directional couplers, and MachZehnder interferometers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that one
reports optical devices that couples light from dielectric waveguides into plasmonic
waveguides. We fabricated and tested the proposed coupler and splitter to confirm the
analytical results.
Coupling light from one waveguide into another can be achieved by placing them
close to each other so that the evanescent tail of the mode in one waveguide overlaps with
that in the adjacent waveguide [23-29]. The two coupled waveguides can be placed next to
each other or on top of each other with an isolation layer in between. Due to the mode
overlap, light couples from one waveguide into the adjacent one. Total beam switching
occurs when phase matching occurs between the two modes over a specific interaction
length. Lu [29] applied the vertical coupling method to couple light from a single mode
fiber into an SOI waveguide. First, light is coupled from a single mode fiber into a
dielectric waveguide that is terminated by a ring (top layer). Then, the circulated light in
the ring performs many attempts to couple light into the SOI waveguide. Coupling occurs
when the refractive index of the microring is slightly larger than the effective refractive
index of the SOI waveguide. This requires using different dielectric material than that used
in SOI. To simplify the fabrication process, we designed a microring coupler that has the
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same material as that of the SOI waveguide [30]. The coupling occurs when the incident
angle of the microring mode matches that of the SOI mode. The theoretical coupling
efficiency is 91%. We fabricated the proposed microring coupler and experimentally
demonstrated its operation.
Another way to couple light between waveguides is by using a resonant coupler
[31-34]. The disadvantage of this coupler is that the increase in the coupling efficiency is
only going to be within the resonance linewidth. Johnson et al. [31] proposed a resonant
cavity that supports two orthogonal modes at the intersection area of two line-defect
waveguides in a two dimensional (2D) square lattice PC structure. Their proposed design
cannot be experimentally realized because there is no out-of-plane confinement. We
proposed transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) PC devices that achieve
crosstalk reduction for telecom wavelengths [35-39]. The former one consists of silicon
pillars in oxide and the latter one consists of air-holes in silicon. The proposed TM devices
achieved crosstalk reduction lower than those reported in the literature. We fabricated the
proposed TE devices and experimentally achieved low crosstalk reduction as small
as -20 dB.
Although many methods were proposed to increase the coupling efficiency between a
single mode fiber and a dielectric waveguide as well as between a dielectric waveguide
and both a photonic crystal and a plasmonic waveguide, further development on
increasing the coupling efficiency and simplifying the fabrication process is still needed.
The goal of this dissertation is to introduce efficient and compact couplers at the interface
between the waveguides under investigation that can increase the coupling efficiency
much more than those reported in the literature. We used tapered waveguides, vertical
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couplers, and resonant couplers to achieve our goals. The second goal is to fabricate some
of the proposed couplers and experimentally demonstrate that the proposed couplers
achieve high coupling efficiency. The third goal is to demonstrate potential applications of
the proposed plasmonic coupler in designing very short nanoplasmonic devices: splitters,
directional couplers, and Mach-Zehnder interferometers.
This dissertation is divided into several chapters.
In Chapter 2, the concepts of operation of the conventional optical waveguides,
photonic crystal waveguides, and plasmonic waveguides are discussed. Also, coupling
light from one waveguide into another is explained using the coupled mode theory.
Efficient coupling between dielectric waveguides and PC waveguides is of great
significance. In Chapter 3, different devices were presented for a planar PC tapered
waveguide to enhance the coupling between a dielectric waveguide and a PC. The
proposed couplers are based on changing both the size and position of the inner taper rods
before and after adding extra defects. We show the design steps and the numerical results
associated with each step.
A method to achieve ultra-low crosstalk in crossed strip waveguides using a PC cavity
is reported in Chapter 4. We design, fabricate, and experimentally demonstrate TM and
TE devices for telecom wavelengths. We propose two intersecting waveguides formed in
a square lattice PC structure. One supports TM modes (i.e., silicon pillars in oxide) and
the other supports TE modes (i.e., air-holes in silicon). Both structures provide index
guiding and confinement in the vertical direction. By doing so, the size of the device can
be dramatically reduced and ultra-low crosstalk can be realized. These two structures are
practical for applications with index guiding applied in the out-of-plane direction. Our
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simulation results show that our proposed TM device resulted in crosstalk reduction
lower than that reported in literature. We have fabricated several different variations of
the devices where the waveguides are separated by a different number of rods or air-holes
to improve the coupling efficiency and reduce the crosstalk.
In Chapter 5, we present the design, fabrication, and experimental demonstration of a
vertical microring coupler to couple light from a single mode fiber into an SOI waveguide.
To simplify the fabrication process of the proposed microring coupler introduced by
Lu [29], we propose another design for the coupler by using silicon as the fabrication
material for the microring which matches the material used in the SOI waveguide. High
coupling efficiency is achieved by controlling the incident angle of the light beam into the
vertical microring coupler.
In Chapter 6, we propose a direct yet efficient short plasmonic coupler of a length of
33 nm to increase the coupling efficiency between an optical waveguide and a
silver-air-silver plasmonic waveguide. Based on this coupler, we also propose a splitter
that delivers light from a silicon waveguide into two plasmonic waveguides. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time a 1 × 2 splitter from a silicon waveguide into two
metal-dielectric-metal plasmonic waveguides is introduced. The fabrication procedure
and the experimental results for the proposed coupler and splitter are shown. Two
potential applications of the proposed coupler and splitter in directional couplers and
Mach-Zehnder interferometers are also demonstrated. We also show other benefits of
using the proposed coupler in improving the alignment tolerance of the plasmonic
waveguide with respect to the dielectric waveguide and broadening the spectrum
response of the splitter.
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In Chapter 7, we describe the fabrication processes that were used for each fabricated
device in this dissertation. The fabrication is made using SOI wafers. The fabrication
process includes electron-beam lithography, dry and wet etching, dicing, and polishing.
The fabrication processes are optimized by performing a dose test to find out the required
dose to fabricate the desired devices. The results of the dose tests are presented for each
fabricated device.
In Chapter 8, we summarize our research findings and propose directions for future
work.
Our research work resulted in 15 publications [11-14,18-22,30,35-39]. We provide a
copy of three publications [39,21,22] in Appendix A, B, and C, respectively.
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Chapter 2

Background Concepts

In this chapter, we discuss the concepts of operation of three types of waveguides that are
relevant to this dissertation. These waveguides are: conventional optical waveguides,
photonic crystal waveguides, and plasmonic waveguides. We also discuss mode coupling
between waveguides using the coupled mode theory.

2.1 Types of Optical Waveguides
Different optical waveguides have been proposed to achieve compact optical integrated
circuits. The three main types of waveguides are: conventional optical waveguides,
photonic crystal waveguides, and plasmonic waveguides. The physics of operations and
the properties of guiding light in each type are different. Interfacing these waveguides to
other optical devices, such as light sources, detectors, and optical fibers requires optical
couplers. Couplers are very critical in order to transfer optical power with high efficiency
and low loss between different types of waveguides and other photonic devices.
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To achieve that, one should understand the principle of operation in each type of
waveguide. Herein, the basic physics of how light is guided in these waveguides will be
explained.

2.1.1 Conventional Optical Waveguides (Slab Waveguides)
A slab waveguide is the most fundamental guiding device. It is made of a core that is
surrounded by a material, called cladding, which has a lower refractive index than that of
the core. Two methods are used to describe the modes inside a slab waveguide: one is the
ray optic method and the other is the physical or wave optic method [1]. Based on the ray
optic method, slab waveguides guide light by total internal reflection. To achieve that, the
incident angle, θincident, should be larger than a critical angle. As shown in Figure 2.1, the
refractive index of silicon should be greater than that of the substrate and cladding
(i.e., nsilicon > nsubstrate > ncladding). The critical angle at the silicon interface with the cladding
is given by θcladding = sin-1(ncladding/nsilicon) and that with the substrate is given by
θsubstrate = sin-1 (nsubstrate/nsilicon). The latter angle is greater than the former one
(i.e., θsubstrate > θcladding) because the refractive index of the substrate is greater than that of
the cladding. A waveguide can support three types of modes based on θincident. A guided
mode occurs when θsubstrate < θincident < 90o (as shown in Figure 2.1(a)), whereas, a leaky
mode into the substrate occurs when θcladding < θincident < θsubstrate (as shown in
Figure 2.1(b)). Another leaky mode into both the substrate and cladding occurs when
θincident < θcladding (as shown in Figure 2.1(c)).
Not all incident angles given by θsubstrate < θincident < 90o are guided modes. Only
discrete values of θincident can be guided. The smaller the incident angle, the higher the
mode order and the larger the evanescent tail. The fundamental mode is the mode that
14

occurs when θincident = 90o. All guided modes are orthogonal to each other. Mode coupling
may occur in the case of surface perturbations.
Based on the physical optic method, the modes supported by a slab waveguide should
satisfy both Maxwell’s equations and the boundary conditions at each interface with the
guided layer. The propagation constant of the supported mode is as shown in Figure 2.2.
The propagation constants in the x and z directions are given by kx = kmode cosθincident and
kz = kmode sinθincident, respectively, where kmode = konsilicon and ko = 2π/λo.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.1: Types of modes supported by a slab waveguide based on the ray-optic approach: (a) guided
mode in silicon, (b) radiation mode in substrate, and (c) radiation mode in both the substrate and cladding
[1].

Figure 2.2: Propagation constant of the supported mode.
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Maxwell’s equations in a linear, isotropic, source and charge free, frequency
independent, and lossless periodic dielectric medium can be written as:

r r
∇.D(r , t ) = 0

(2.1)

r r
∇.B (r , t ) = 0

(2.2)

r r
r r
1 ∂B(r , t )
∇ × E (r , t ) = −
c ∂t
r r
r r
1 ∂D(r , t )
∇ × H (r , t ) =
.
c ∂t

(2.3)

(2.4)

Solving Maxwell’s equations by the frequency domain method requires expanding the
fields into harmonic modes to cancel out the time dependence.

r r
r r
E (r , t ) = E (r )e jwt

(2.5)

r r
r r
H (r , t ) = H (r )e jwt .

(2.6)

The wave equation of the electric and magnetic fields are given by
r r
r r
r
r
r r
r r
n 2 (r ) ∂ 2 E (r , t )
n 2 (r ) ∂ 2 H (r , t )
2
∇ E (r , t ) = 2
and ∇ H (r , t ) = 2
.
c
∂t 2
c
∂t 2
2

(2.7)

Substituting Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain
r r
r r
r r r
r r r
∇ 2 E (r ) + ko2 n 2 (r ) E (r ) = 0 and ∇2 H (r ) + ko2 n2 (r ) H (r ) = 0 .

(2.8)

The electric and magnetic fields of a plane wave propagating in the z-direction (as shown
in Figure 2.2) are given by
r r
r r
E (r ) = E ( x, y )e− j β z and H (r ) = H ( x, y )e − j β z .

(2.9)

The slab waveguide supports two orthogonal modes that are independent of the
y-direction. One is called the transverse electric (TE) mode and the other is called the
transverse magnetic (TM) mode. The TE mode equations are described by
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∂2 Ey
∂x

2

Hx =
Hz =

+ ( ko2 n 2 − β 2 ) E y = 0
−β

ωµ o

(2.10)

Ey

−1 ∂E y
jωµ o ∂x

,

(2.11)

where the refractive index, n, is not as a function of position. The same kind of equations
can be written for the TM mode by replacing Ey, Hx, Hz, and µ o by Hy, Ex, Ez, and εo,
respectively.
The field distribution of the supported modes by the waveguide can be found by
solving Eq. (2.10) at each boundary with the guiding layer. The transverse electric Ey at
each boundary is given by

Cladding:

E y = A exp( −ϕ cladding x ),

Core of thickness (T):

E y = B cos(ϕ silicon x + Φ ),

Substrate:

E y = C exp[ϕ substrate ( x + T )],

0≤ x≤∞
−T ≤ x ≤ 0

(2.12)

−∞ ≤ x ≤ −T ,

2
2
2
where ϕcladding = ko nsilicon
sin 2 θ incident − n 2cladding , ϕ silicon = k o nsilicon
− nsilicon
sin 2 θ incident ,

2
ϕ substrate = ko nsilicon
sin 2 θ incident − n 2 substrate , Φ = tan −1

ϕcladding
, A = B cos Φ , and C = B cos(ϕ siliconT − Φ )
ϕ silicon

Solving the above equations for ϕsiliconT , results in the eigenvalue equation
ϕsiliconT = (n +1)π − tan−1 (

ϕsilicon
ϕ
) − tan−1 ( silicon ) , where n is an integer number that denotes the
ϕsubstrate
ϕcladding

mode number.
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The electric field distribution of Ey is as shown in Figure 2.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Types of modes supported by a slab waveguide based on the physical-optic approach:
(a) guided mode, (b) radiation mode in substrate, and (c) radiation mode in both the substrate and
cladding [1].
2
The decay rate inside the cladding is given by ϕcladding = ko nsilicon
sin 2 θincident − n 2cladding .

When the effective refractive index of the mode approaches the refractive index of the
2
cladding by reducing the size of the core ( N eff = nsilicon
sin 2 θ incident → n 2 cladding ), the decay rate

ϕcladding approaches zero. The closer the decay rate to zero, the larger the mode size [2,3].

The minimum mode size is limited by the diffraction limit (λo/2nsilicon).

2.1.2 Photonic Crystal Waveguides
The field of guiding and controlling light has been enhanced since the invention of the
photonic crystals (PCs) [4]. A PC is defined as an artificial engineered periodic structure
in one, two, or three dimensions of at least two different materials with a suitable
refractive index contrast. Unlike the dielectric waveguides that guide light by total internal
reflection, a PC guides light by trapping and localizing it. The light waves with a certain
range of frequencies cannot propagate through a PC structure due to the distributed Bragg
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reflection from the bulk crystals. This aforementioned range of frequencies is called
photonic band gap (PBG). The width of the PBG depends on the refractive index contrast
in addition to the lattice geometry and filling factor of the highest refractive index. The
higher the refractive contrast, the wider the PBG. The two widely used lattice geometries
are the square and triangular geometries. The latter one has a wider PBG than the former
one. PBG can support TE, TM, or both depending on the filling factor. Figure 2.4 shows
TE (i.e., air-holes in silicon) and TM (i.e., silicon pillars in air) PC structures. The high
refractive index material is connected in the TE PC structure and disconnected in the TM
PC structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: A photonic crystal structure that supports (a) transverse electric mode and (b) transverse
magnetic mode.

r
Taking the curl of Eq. (2.4) after dividing it by ε (r ) and substituting Eq. (2.3) gives
the wave equation of the magnetic field [5,6],
∇ ×[

r r
1
w 2 r r
r ∇ × H (r )] = ( ) H (r ).
ε (r )
c

(2.13)

Equation (2.13) can be written as an eigenvalue problem

r r
w r r
ΘH (r ) = ( ) 2 H ( r ),
c

(2.14)

where Θ is a Hermitian differential operator and (ω / c) 2 is the eigenvalue. According to
the Bloch-Floquet theorem [5,6], the solution of this equation is of the
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r r
r r r
r r rr
r
form H (r ) = H n,kr (r ) = υ n,kr (r )e jk .r where υ n ,kr (r ).k = 0 (i.e., transverse electromagnetic
r r
waves), υ n ,kr (r ) is a periodic function, n is the band index, and k is a wave vector in the

first brillouin zone.

r r
To find the electric field modes, H (r ) is substituted in Eq. (2.15).
r r
r r
− jc
E (r ) = (
r )∇ × H (r ).
wε ( r )

(2.15)

r
r
r
Since ε (r ) and H n ,kr (r ) are periodic functions of r , they can be expanded by using the
Fourier series,
r jGr .rr
1
=
k
(
G
).e
r ∑
ε (r ) Gr

(2.16)

r j ( kr +Gr ).rr
r
r (G ).e
H n ,kr (r ) = ∑
H
,
n ,k
r

(2.17)

G

r
r
where G is the reciprocal lattice vector. Substituting H n ,kr (r ) in the eigenvalue equation

gives

r r
r
r
r
wn2,kr
r
r
′)(k + G) × {(k + G ′) × H n,k (G ′)} = 2 H n,kr (G). (2.18)
−∑
k
(
G
−
G
r
c
G′
The PBG can be obtained by solving Eq. (2.18) by numerical methods. Figure 2.5 shows
the PBG of a triangular-lattice PC structure of silicon pillars in oxide. The normalized
frequency range of the PBG is between 0.267a/λ and 0.361a/λ. It is almost centered at

λo = 1.55 µm.
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Figure 2.5: TM band structure of a triangular-lattice PC structure of silicon pillars in oxide.

Defects should be introduced in the PC structure to enable light waves with
frequencies inside the PBG to propagate through the PC structure. A point defect can act
as an electromagnetic cavity by either adding (as shown in Figure 2.6(a)) or removing
dielectric material from a unit cell [7]. A line defect can act as a waveguide by either
adding or removing dielectric material (as shown in Figure 2.6(b)) from a whole row or
column from the crystal [8]. Another way to create a waveguide is by coupling light from
one cavity into another adjacent one (as shown in Figure 2.6(c)). This kind of waveguide
is called the coupled cavity waveguide (CCW) [9-11]. The mode in each cavity overlaps
with the mode in the adjacent cavity so that mode coupling occurs. Changing the size,
shape, and dielectric material or adding extra defects will change the dielectric constant of
the unit cell by δε where ε is a function of position only [12].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: (a) Point defect acts as a cavity; (b) line defect acts as a waveguide; (c) series of cavities act as a
waveguide (CCW).
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A two-dimensional (2D) PC structure is much easier to fabricate than a threedimensional (3D) structure. One method that is widely utilized to make a 2D PC structure
act as a 3D structure is by using a slab PC structure [13]. The propagated light in the slab
is localized in the in-plane direction by the distributed Bragg reflection and in the
out-of-plane direction by the total internal reflection.

2.1.3 Plasmonic Waveguides
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) occurs at the interface between metal and dielectric
material due to the interaction between the free surface electrons with the incident photons
(as shown in Figure 2.7(a)) [14]. This interaction results in oscillating the electron plasma.
ur

Gauss’s law (i.e., ∇.E = ρ / ε ) states that free electric charge, ρ, produces electric field, E.
The interaction of electromagnetic field and free surface charges of a metal is given by the
Drude model [15] as
ε metal = 1 −

(a)

w2p
w( w + iγ )

,

(2.19)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7: (a) Surface plasmon polariton at the interface between metal and dielectric; (b) field distribution
at the interface; (c) dispersion curve [14].
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where wp is the plasma frequency and γ is the damping rate of electrons. When w < wsp ,
light can propagate at the interface between metal and dielectric. This is called SPP wave.
The excited SPP decays exponentially from the interface into both metal and dielectric
regions. The decay length into the metal, δm, is much shorter than that into the dielectric
region, δd, (see Figure 2.7(b)). This is because the real value of the permittivity of metal is
negative and much smaller than the positive permittivity of the dielectric materials
(i.e., ℜ(ε metal ) < 0 < ε dielectric ). SPPs support only TM modes in which the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The dispersion relation for the SPP
(see Figure 2.7(c)) is given by
β = k sp =

nmetal ndielectric
w ε metal ε dielectric
= ko
.
c ε metal + ε dielectric
nmetal + ndielectric

(2.20)

To confine light in the dielectric region, the dielectric region is put between two
metals, as shown in Figure 2.8. The thickness of the metal needed to confine light in the
dielectric region can be slightly larger than δm. In this configuration, the decaying SPP
mode at each dielectric-metal interface interacts with the other one, creating a confined
light in the dielectric region. The dielectric width can be below the diffraction limit
because as the dielectric width decreases the effective refractive index increases. Reducing
the width of the dielectric region increases the mode confinement and decreases the
propagation length [16,17]. The propagation length is decreased because as the mode
confinement increases, the interaction with metal increases and consequently the losses
increase. For example, the propagation length at a wavelength of 1.55 µm for the
metal-dielectric-metal waveguide shown in Figure 2.8(a) is about 5 µm when the width of
the dielectric region is equal to 50 nm and it increases to 10 µm when the width increases
to 100 nm [16].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.8: Metal-dielectric-metal plasmonic waveguide (a) schematic diagram, (b) amplitude distribution
of the fundamental mode, (c and d) power density profile of the coupled light [17].

Silver and gold are widely used in the fabrication of plasmonic waveguides. Silver has
the highest electrical and thermal conductivity, highest optical reflectivity, and lowest
contact resistance of any other metal [18]. On the other hand, gold is the most ductile
metal which has good electrical and thermal conductivity [19]. Silver is cheaper and
slightly harder than gold. Unlike gold, silver can easily oxidize.

2.2 Coupled Mode Theory
The coupled mode theory is used to explain how mode coupling occurs. Mode coupling
may occur within the supported modes in an isolated waveguide by surface perturbations,
or from one waveguide mode into another by placing them close to each other so that the
evanescent tail of the mode in one waveguide overlaps with that in the adjacent
waveguide, or by using a resonant cavity between waveguides. Herein, mode coupling
between waveguides will be explained using the coupled mode theory.

2.2.1 Vertical and Side-by-Side Waveguide Couplers
To couple light from one waveguide into another, the waveguides are placed next to each
other (see Figure 2.9(a)) or on top of each other with an isolation layer in between
(see Figure 2.9(b)). Due to the mode overlap, light couples from one waveguide into the
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adjacent one. Mode coupling is periodic between the two coupled waveguides. Total
beam switching occurs when phase matching occurs between the two modes over a
specific interaction length.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Coupled waveguides geometries: (a) side-by-side coupling and (b) vertical coupling [20].

The coupled mode theory is used to describe the coupling between mode A in
waveguide 1 and mode B in waveguide 2 [20,21]. The electric field of the supported mode
in each waveguide without perturbation from the other waveguide can be written as
E1 ( x, y, z , t ) = A( z ) exp[ j ( wt − β1 z )]Μ1 ( x, y )
E2 ( x, y , z , t ) = B ( z ) exp[ j ( wt − β 2 z )]Μ 2 ( x, y )

,

(2.21)

where M is the spatial field distribution in each standalone waveguide, and A(z) and B(z)
are complex amplitudes. The propagation constants β1 and β 2 in each waveguide are given
by
dA( z )
= − j β1 A( z ) + κ AB B ( z )
dz
,
dB ( z )
= − j β 2 B ( z ) + κ BA A( z )
dz

(2.22)

where κ AB and κ BA are the coupling coefficients between the two modes. Since the
coupling between A and B is the same ( κ AB = κ BA = − jκ ), then Eq. (2.22) becomes
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dA( z )
= − j β1 A( z ) − jκ B ( z )
dz
.
dB ( z )
= − j β 2 B ( z ) − κ A( z )
dz

(2.23)

In a directional coupler, light is excited in one waveguide. The boundary conditions when
mode A is excited are
A( z = 0) = 1 and B ( z = 0) = 0 .

(2.24)

The expression for each mode when there is a propagation constant difference, ∆β ,
between the two waveguides, is given by
∆β
∆β
sin χ z ) exp[− j ( β1 −
) z]
2χ
2
,
k
∆β
B( z ) = j sin χ z exp[− j ( β 2 +
) z]
2
χ
A( z ) = (cos χ z − j

(2.25)

∆β
2

where χ = κ2 + ( )2 . The power transfer between the two waveguides taking into account
the waveguide loss coefficient, α , is demonstrated by
PA ( z ) = A( z ) A* ( z ) = [cos 2 ( χ z ) + (
PB ( z ) = B ( z ) B* ( z ) =

k2

χ2

∆β 2 sin 2 ( χ z )
)
]exp − α z
2
χ2

.

(2.26)

sin 2 ( χ z ) exp − α z

The power transfer between two identical waveguides (see Figure 2.10) is given by
PA ( z ) = A( z ) A* ( z ) = cos 2 (κ z ) exp − α z
PB ( z ) = B ( z ) B* ( z ) = sin 2 (κ z ) exp − α z

.

Figure 2.10: Power transfer in a directional coupler [20].
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(2.27)

The interaction length, L, needed to transfer light from one waveguide into another is
given by
L=

π nπ
+
,
2κ κ

(2.28)

where n is an integer number that equals 0, 1, 2,…etc.

2.2.2 Resonant Couplers
Manolatou et al. [22] mathematically analyzed and explained (by using the coupled mode
theory in time) the coupling of a four-port cavity that is connected to four waveguides
(W1, W2, W3 and W4) as shown in Figure 2.11. Out and In are the output and input
waves of W, respectively. The cavity supports two modes: X and Z. The X-mode is
excited from W3 while the Z-mode is excited from W1. Crosstalk occurs when both the
X- and Z-modes coexist. The two supported modes are given by

X=

j (ω − ωo ) +

2

2

τ xW 3

τ zW 1

1
1
1
1
1
+
+
+
+
τ xW 1 τ xW 2 τ xW 3 τ xW 4 τ xC 0

Z=

Out1

j (ω − ωo ) +

1
1
1
1
1
+
+
+
+
τ zW 1 τ zW 2 τ zW 3 τ zW 4 τ zC 0

Out1

, (2.29)

where 1/ τ W 1,2,3,4 is the decay rate of the supported cavity mode into each waveguide,

1/ τ C 0

is the decay rate of the cavity due to radiation losses, and ωo is the resonant frequency.
Since all waveguides are symmetric, then the decay rate of the two modes X and Z into
each waveguide will be the same and equal to 1/ τ x and 1/ τ z , respectively. For a lossless
cavity (i.e., 1/ τ C 0 = 0 ), the two modes are given by

X =

2

2

τx

τz

4
j (ω − ωo ) +
τx

Z=

Out1
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4
j (ω − ωo ) +
τz

Out1 .

(2.30)

X
Z

Figure 2.11: A four-port cavity connected to four waveguides.

If light is launched into W1, then the transmission into W2 (denoted below as T),
reflection into W1 (denoted below as R), crosstalk into W3 (denoted below as XU), and
crosstalk into W4 (denoted below as XL) at any frequency are as follows [22]:
In2
≡T =
Out1

2
τx
4
j(ω − ωo ) +
τx

+

2
τz
4
j(ω − ωo ) +
τz

(2.31)

2
2
In1
τ
τ
x
z
≡ R = −1 +
+
4
4
Out1
j (ω − ωo ) +
j (ω − ωo ) +
τx
τz

(2.32)

2
2
In3
τ
x
τ
z
≡ XU =
−
4
4
Out1
j (ω − ωo ) +
j (ω − ωo ) +
τx
τz

(2.33)

In4
≡ X L = XU .
Out1

(2.34)

For a lossless cavity and symmetric waveguides, total transmission with no crosstalk
occurs when the operating frequency is at the resonance frequency of the cavity
(i.e., ω = ωo) and the two modes have the same decay rate into each waveguide
(i.e., τx = τz). The disadvantage of the resonant couplers is that the increase in the
coupling efficiency is only going to be over the resonance width.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the principle of operation of three optical waveguides that
are relevant to our research work: the conventional optical waveguides, the photonic
crystal waveguides, and the plasmonic waveguides. We also explained how mode
coupling occurs between waveguides.
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Chapter 3

Compact and Ultra-Low-Loss Planar Photonic Crystal
Taper

In this chapter, we propose two novel methods to enhance the coupling efficiency between
a dielectric waveguide and a planar photonic crystal [1-4]. The proposed methods are
based on introducing structural imperfections to change the mode size and shape inside the
taper to match that of the photonic crystal line-defect waveguide. One method is by
changing both the size and position of the inner taper rods [1-3] and the other is by
creating several cavities on both sides of the tapered waveguide before applying the
position change method [4].

3.1 Introduction
The field of guiding and controlling light was enhanced since the invention of photonic
band gap (PBG) [5,6]. Unlike slab waveguides that guide light by total internal reflection,
PBGs guide light by trapping and localizing it (i.e., Bragg reflection). The light waves
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with a certain range of frequencies cannot propagate through a photonic crystal (PC)
structure due to the distributed Bragg reflection from the bulk crystals. Modes within the
PBG can be introduced by perturbing the periodicity of the PC, either by introducing a
point or a line defect. These mode defects are the key factor for having many applications
for PBGs such as waveguides, resonators, splitters, wavelength division multiplexers, and
switches.
One method that is widely utilized to make a two-dimensional (2D) PC act as a threedimensional (3D) structure is by using a planar photonic crystal (PPC) [7]. The propagated
light is localized in the in-plane direction by the distributed Bragg reflection and in the
out-of-plane direction by the total internal reflection.
High coupling efficiency is required in optical integrated circuits between a dielectric
waveguide (DWG) and a PPC waveguide. To achieve a high power transmission, their
modes should match. There are two problems with such coupling: a difference in width
and a difference in propagation mechanism, which cause both high reflection and radiation
losses due to the mismatch between the propagating constants in both waveguides. The
coupler that attracted attention to solve these coupling problems was a tapered waveguide
that can be achieved by either tapering the DWG [8,9] or the PPC taper [10-15].
Khoo et al. [13] found that the coupling efficiency from a single mode fiber into a convex
shape taper in vacuum is better than that into a concave or linear taper. Mittal and
Sabarinathan [14] found that the coupling efficiency from unequal step tapered PC is
higher than that from an equal step taper. Sanchis et al. [15] used both a PC tapered
waveguide and two extra defects at the interface between the DWG and the PPC
waveguide. They achieved over 80% coupling efficiency.
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In this work, we apply two novel methods to enhance the coupling efficiency between
a DWG and a PPC waveguide. The proposed methods are based on introducing structural
imperfections to change the mode size and shape inside the taper to match that of the PC
waveguide. Method one involves changing both the size and position of the inner taper
rods [1-3], whereas method two involves creating several cavities at both ends next to the
upper taper rods before applying method one [4]. In our proposed methods, each inner
taper rod is treated as matching impedance that is tuned by changing its size and position
until maximum coupling is reached. The rods in each layer cause partial reflection of the
incident light. Total constructive interference occurs when the integer multiple of the
wavelength satisfies Bragg’s law. Our proposed methods involve the addition of extra
defects at the interface between the DWG and PPC waveguide. The proposed
methodology can be applied to PPC tapers of different lengths, widths, and lattice
geometries to achieve mode matching with dielectric waveguides of different widths. In
this work, we provide two examples for a compact mode-matching taper between a 3 µm
wide DWG and a 1 µm long PPC taper. One example is for a triangular lattice of circular
silicon pillars embedded in silica and another is for a hybrid lattice (i.e., triangular and
square) of square silicon pillars embedded in silica. The size and position of each inner
taper rod are optimized to achieve high coupling efficiency from a DWG into a PPC. The
two proposed methods are as follows:

3.2 Method 1: Size and Position Change Methods
This method is based on changing both the size and position of each inner taper rod before
and after the addition of extra defects at the interface between the DWG and PPC
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waveguide. We applied each method (i.e., size and position) individually using the
structure that is described in Figure 3.1. Then, we took the best structure (i.e., the design
with the highest coupling efficiency) that resulted from each method and applied the other
method to that structure.

3.2.1 Coupling Technique and Numerical Results
A 2D triangular PC structure of lattice constant a = 0.465 µm is shown in Figure 3.1(a).
The rods have a circular shape of radius 0.2a and a refractive index of 3.45, which is the
refractive index of silicon at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. The rods are embedded in a
refractive index of 1.45, which is the index of silicon dioxide. Also, the 3 µm wide DWG
has a core refractive index of 1.45. The PC single mode waveguide is introduced by
removing one line from the PC periodic structure. The PC taper length and width are 2a
and 8.66a, respectively. The whole device is surrounded by air. The normalized
frequency range of the photonic band gap (PBG) for transverse magnetic waves is
between 0.267(a/λ) and 0.361(a/λ) as shown in Figure 3.1(b). The PBG is almost
centered at λo = 1.55 µm. The 2D finite-difference time-domain method is used to
analyze all the designed couplers presented in this work. Each structure is terminated
by a perfectly matched layer in order to reduce the back reflection from the waveguide
ends.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Structure: (a) a two-dimensional triangular PC structure (i.e., basic structure) and (b) transverse
magnetic band structure.

In order to enhance the mode coupling between the DWG and PPC waveguide, the
size and position of each inner taper rod are changed until maximum coupling is reached.
This perturbation of the periodicity of this subset of rods proved to be very critical in
improving the coupling efficiency. A defect can be introduced in a photonic structure by
changing its shape, size, or dielectric constant. By introducing a defect at least one mode
can be created at a frequency that can be tuned by the defect features. Villeneuve et al.
[16] changed the dielectric material of a unit cell by changing the size of a single rod.
They found that reducing the size of the rod (i.e., removing dielectric material) created a
mode closer to the lower edge of the PBG. This is similar to an acceptor atom in
semiconductors. On the other hand, increasing the size of the rod (i.e., adding dielectric
material) created a mode closer to the upper edge of the PBG. This is similar to a donor
atom in semiconductors. In both cases, the created mode frequency can be tuned by
continuing to change the size of the defect. The mode is more confined when its
frequency is at the center of the PBG. Sometimes it is not possible to tune the defect
mode to a frequency, which lies in the middle of the PBG due to the fact that the
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electromagnetic field is no longer localized in the defect region. It will be localized in the
region of the crystals surrounding the defect [17]. Jafarpour et al. [18,19] studied the
effect of changing the size and periodicity of the air-holes that surround a line defect
waveguide. They found that the effective bandwidth is reduced by changing the size of
the air-holes while the bandwidth is increased when the period of the air-holes is changed.
The increase in the bandwidth is at the expense of making the line defect waveguide a
multimode waveguide. This mode behavior is the basic idea behind the size and position
change methods. Each inner taper rod is used to tailor the mode profile so that mode
matching occurs between the DWG and PPC waveguide. The mode matching is achieved
by changing the size and position of each inner taper rod until maximum coupling is
reached. The size method is done by changing the size of each inner taper rod from zero
to twice the size of a bulk rod. The position method is done by moving each inner taper
rod in twelve different directions (d1-d12) until it overlaps with another rod, as shown in
Figure 3.2(a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Measurement strategy: (a) the twelve directions that each rod can move to, (b) the symbols that
are given for the inner taper rods and extra defects, and (c) the places of the two monitors that are used to
measure the coupled power and the order (A1 to A4 directions) in which the size and position change
methods are performed on the inner taper rods.
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The PPC taper acts as a mode transformer, which enhances the mode coupling
adiabatically over a slowly varying taper. Mode coupling increases significantly as the
taper length is increased except in the cases where either evanescent or radiated modes
exist. Theoretically, as the taper length goes to infinity, all modes couple to the
fundamental mode. Practically, taper lengths are finite and in turn total coupling cannot
be achieved [20]. This problem can be partially solved by adding extra defects in the
middle of the taper between the DWG and PPC. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), the inner
taper rods are given the symbols (R3-R7) and (R8 R12) for the input and output PC
tapers respectively, while the extra two defects at the input and output are given the
symbols (R1, R2, R13, and R14). Figure 3.2(c) shows the places of the two monitors that
are used to measure the coupled power from the first and second PC taper, respectively.
One of the monitors is placed inside the line defect and the other is placed in the second
DWG. The size and position of the extra defects are investigated by moving a rod, which
has the same size as that of the bulk rods, from the bottom of the taper to its top. A rod is
put at each maxima of the measured power as shown in Figure 3.3(a). The radius of the
R1 rod is changed from zero to 0.4a while the R2 rod is held fixed. The same approach is
done to find out the radius of the R2 rod after fixing the radius of the R1 rod at the value
that resulted in maximum coupling. The radii of the two extra defects are shown in
Figure 3.3(b). The same procedure is followed to find the location and radius of the other
two extra defects at the output taper (R13 and R14).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Extra defects’ locations and sizes: (a) the location of the two extra defects R1 and R2 for the
structure shown in Figure 3.2(b) and (b) the radius of R1 (solid line) and radius of R2 (dashed line).

Wu et al. [21] found that the coupling efficiency into and out of a line defect
waveguide in a PC structure is affected by the morphology of the input and output in
addition to the crystalline orientation of the line defect waveguide. They also found that
in order to achieve maximum coupling efficiency, the input and output geometries are not
required to be the same. Lin and Li [22] argued that the asymmetry of the input and
output geometries is due to the different scattering mechanisms that the wave faces when
entering or exiting the line defect waveguide. Therefore, we expect different taper
geometries based on the starting inner taper rod. The R3 to R7 rods can be changed
starting from the bottom of the taper to its top (A1 direction) or from its top to its bottom
(A4 direction), as shown in Figure 3.2(c). The bottom of the taper faces the DWG and the
top of the taper faces the line defect waveguide. The same scenario is applied to the inner
taper rods at the output (R8 to R12 rods). Based on the starting point, four possible
structures can be designed: A1-A2 direction (i.e., bottom of the input taper and top of the
output taper), A1-A3 direction (i.e., bottom of the input taper and bottom of the output
taper), A4-A2 direction (i.e., top of the input taper and top of the output taper), and
A4-A3 direction (i.e., top of the input taper and bottom of the output taper).
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The output power profile changes when the sizes or positions of any two counterpart
inner taper rods are changed at the same time. Figure 3.4 shows a sample of the output
power profile for the size change of the two R7 rods and the position change of the two
R5 rods. As shown in the figure, in order to enhance the coupling efficiency, the radii of
the two R7 rods should be increased by 0.22a while the positions of the two R5 rods
should be changed by 0.4a in the d5 direction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: The output power profile while changing: (a) the size of the two R7 crystals and (b) the position
of the two R5 crystals.

Five steps are applied to design the structure that gave the highest coupling efficiency.
Step 1: the size of each inner taper rod is changed from zero to 0.4a by following the four
possible directions: A1-A2, A1-A3, A4-A2, and A4-A3. Step 2: extra defects are added
at the interface for all the structures that resulted from Step 1. Step 3: extra defects are
added before applying the size change method. Step 4: the other method is applied on the
structure that had the highest coupling efficiency. Step 5: the previous four steps are
repeated for the position change method.
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3.2.2 Transmission Response
Figure 3.5 shows the coupling enhancement for all the couplers that are investigated in our
work. The structure numbers shown in the figure are for the following situations:
Structure 0 is for the situation in which neither extra defects nor size or position methods
are used. Structures 1-4 are for the situation in which the size or the position change
method is applied to Structure 0 in the four possible directions: A1-A2, A1-A3, A4-A2,
and A4-A3 respectively. Structures 4-8 are for the situation in which extra defects are
added for the Structures 1-4. Structures 9-12 are for the situation in which extra defects are
added before the size or position change method is applied in the four possible directions.
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Figure 3.5: The coupling efficiency for all the investigated couplers that resulted from applying the: (a) size
change method, (b) position change method, and (c) position change method to the best structure that
resulted from the size change method. Each point symbol represents the result of the following PPC taper
situations: – PPC taper without extra defects and without inner taper shape change (basic structure),  PPC
taper after applying the size or position change method to the basic structure,  PPC taper with extra
defects added to the  structures,  PPC taper with defects added before applying the size or position
change method, and ● PPC taper for the structure shown in Figure 3.5(a) after applying the position change
method.
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As shown in Figure 3.5(a), the coupling efficiency is improved by changing the size of
each inner taper rod. It was 44% for the basic structure and increased to 68% after
changing the size of each inner taper rod for the A1-A2 direction. The efficiency further
increased to 74% (A4-A3 direction) after using extra defects at the input and output tapers.
More coupling was achieved by applying the size change method after adding the two
extra defects at the input and output tapers. The maximum coupling efficiency was
approximately 88% for the structure that has the A1-A3 direction. Much better coupling
was found by applying the position change method. As shown in Figure 3.5(b), the output
power increased from 44% to approximately 89% for the structure that has the A4-A2
direction after applying the position change method. Adding extra defects to the structures
did not increase the coupling efficiency. All the structures remained at the same value
except for the structure at the A4-A2 direction that decreased by more than 5%. Better
results were achieved by applying the position change method after adding the two extra
defects at the input and output tapers. The maximum coupling efficiency was above 94%
for the structure that has the A4-A2 direction. Figure 3.5(c) shows the output coupling
efficiency after applying the position change method to the best structure that resulted
from applying the size change method. The coupling efficiency increased from 88% to
96% for the structure that has the A4-A2 direction. Applying the same strategy to the best
structure resulted from the position change method, did not enhance the coupling
efficiency.
The best coupler that resulted from applying the size change method is shown in
Figure 3.6(a), while that based on the position change method is shown in Figure 3.6(b).
Figure 3.6(c) shows the resulted coupler after applying the position change method to the
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structure in Figure 3.6(a) (i.e., the coupler that resulted in the highest coupling efficiency).
The input and output taper geometries are not the same. This is because light faces
different scattering mechanisms when entering or exiting the line defect waveguide.

(a)

`

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.6: The final couplers and field distribution that resulted after: (a) adding the extra defects before
applying the size change method (A1-A3 direction), (b) adding the extra defects before applying the
position change method (A4-A2 direction), and (c) changing the position of each inner taper crystal of
Figure 3.6(a) in the A4-A2 direction.
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Figure 3.7 shows the power transmission spectrum of the couplers in Figure 3.6. The
output power at the second DWG is continuously measured as the wavelength value is
changed. Several peaks appeared as the wavelength increased from 1.288 µm to
1.742 µm. These peaks are similar to a Fabry-Perot cavity which are formed by the sides
of the taper and the extra two defects. Increasing the taper length reduces these peaks by
enabling more modes to couple adiabatically over a slowly varying taper. The maximum
power in Figure 3.7(a) is 90% at 1.558 µm, which means that the field is more confined
at this wavelength. In Figures 3.7(b and c), the maximum power is at 1.55 µm. The
spectrum that is shown in Figure 3.7(b) is not as wide as that shown in Figure 3.7(a) due
to the position change of the inner taper rods. Figure 3.7(c) is the spectrum of the coupler
that resulted after applying the position method on the structure that has its spectrum in
Figure 3.7(a). The spectrum shape of Figure 3.7(c) is similar to that of Figure 3.7(a),
which means that the spectrum did not change due to applying the position change
method. The effect it had is that it made light more confined at 1.55 µm and consequently
increased the coupling efficiency from 88% to 96%.
We believe that the most efficient method to design a PC taper coupler is by adding
extra defects at the input and output tapers followed by increasing the size of each inner
taper rod starting from zero to 0.4a. Then, the rod should be moved in twelve different
directions, as shown in Figure 3.2(a), until maximum coupling is achieved.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.7: Power transmission spectrum of the couplers in Figure 3.6, respectively.

3.3 Method 2: Coupled Cavity Method
In this method, we used a hybrid structure that combines triangular and rectangular rod
structures. A series of cavities were created on both sides of the tapered waveguide. Light
from the taper is coupled into the introduced cavities before it is coupled into the line
defect waveguide. The coupling efficiency was further improved by changing the position
of the inner taper rods.
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3.3.1 Coupling Technique and Numerical Results
The coupler between the DWG and PPC waveguide presented here is the same as that
described in Section 3.2.1 except that the rod has a square shape of dimensions 0.4a. In
order to increase the coupling efficiency between the two waveguides, several cavities
were introduced at both ends next to the upper taper rods, which are located at 2a. The
cavities were introduced by shifting the whole rods of alternating columns, as shown in
Figure 3.8(a). The PC tapered part of the waveguide was kept as a triangular array. The
measured output power as a function of the translation rod columns Z is shown in
Figure 3.8(b). The measurements were taken inside the line defect waveguide. The output
power started at 44% of the input power and gradually increased until Z ≅ 0.22a and then
it rapidly increased to reach a peak of 86% at Z = 0.35a.

Z

Crystals shifted as a
function of Z

DWG

PPC

Cavities

DWG
3 µm

Cavities

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: (a) Schematics of the PC structure with the cavities and (b) the output power as a function of Z.
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The coupling efficiency is further increased by using extra defects at the interface
between DWG and PPC to approximately 96%. We followed the same procedure
described in Section 3.2.1 to add the two extra defects. A defect was put at each maxima
of the measured power, as shown in Figure 3.9(a). The positions of the two extra defects
were at 0.8a (dexternal) and 2.9a (dinternal) measured from the bottom of the PC taper. The
dimensions

of

those

two

extra

defects

were

1.1a

and

0.7a,

respectively

(as shown in Figure 3.9(b)). The position of the defect at 2.9a did not block light because
it acted as a cavity with the other extra defect at 0.8a. Applying the position change
method increased the coupling efficiency by 2%. The same procedure was also carried
out for the 2nd taper inner rods. This resulted in the coupling efficiency of approximately
94% between the two silica waveguides. The schematic of the final coupler is shown in
Figure 3.10.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: (a) Extra defects’ positions and (b) dimensions.
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DWG

DWG

Figure 3.10: Schematic of the final designed hybrid coupler.

3.3.2 Transmission Response
Figure 3.11 shows the power transmission spectrum of the coupler in Figure 3.10.
The output power at the second DWG is continuously measured as the wavelength value
is changed from 1.288 µm to 1.742 µm. Several peaks appeared as the wavelength is
increased. These peaks are similar to a Fabry-Perot cavity which are formed by the sides
of the taper, the extra two defects, and the introduced cavities. The maximum power is
94% at 1.55 µm, which means that the field is more confined at this wavelength. The
spectrum that is shown in Figure 3.11 is smaller than that shown in Figure 3.7(b) due to
the introduced cavities. Maximum coupling into the line defect waveguide occurs when
the forward light and the coupled light in the cavities interfere constructively. The most
effective cavity is the one that is next to the top taper. The coupled power decreases as
the light couples into more than two cavities. The input and output taper geometries are
not the same. This is because light faces different scattering mechanisms when entering
or exiting the line defect waveguide.
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Figure 3.11: Power transmission spectrum of the hybrid coupler in Figure 3.10.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we showed that changing the size and position of the inner taper rods did
increase the coupling efficiency between a dielectric waveguide and a planar photonic
crystal from 44% to 96%. We also showed that creating a series of cavities next to the
upper taper rods’ position increases the coupling efficiency to 86%. The coupling
efficiency was further improved to 94% after applying the position change method.
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Chapter 4

Low Crosstalk in Crossed Strip Waveguides Using a
Photonic Crystal Cavity

In this chapter, we propose a method to achieve ultra-low crosstalk using a resonant
cavity at the intersection between two waveguides formed in a square lattice photonic
crystal structure [1-5]. Three photonic crystal couplers are studied: one consists of
cylindrical silicon-rods in air, another consists of cubic silicon-rods in air, and the other
consists of cubic air-holes in silicon. The rod-structure supports a transverse magnetic
mode and the hole-structure supports a transverse electric mode. The quality-factor of the
cavity is changed by increasing the number of rods (or holes) that form the cavity and by
decreasing the spacing between the waveguide and the cavity. The optimized photonic
crystal structures were fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator platform. Experimental results
are shown for the cubic air-holes in silicon.
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4.1 Introduction
When waveguides are crossed, the guided waves suddenly expand due to the lack of
confinement in the lateral direction. This results in coupling into the intersecting
waveguides in addition to radiation and scattering losses. Ultra-low crosstalk between
intersecting waveguides is required in optical integrated circuits in order to minimize the
required area to produce multiple optical devices on the same chip. Low crosstalk is also
beneficial for improving bit rate in optical communications systems. Recent work has
shown that crosstalk between photonic devices can be reduced to a much smaller degree
than that between their electronic counterparts [6]. However, the low crosstalk essentially
relies on designing innovative photonic structures. More recently, a number of structures
have been proposed and investigated to eliminate crosstalk [7-11]. One method that
attracts great attention is based on cavity coupling that can achieve low crosstalk over a
wide spectrum [8-11]. The key idea is to excite modes orthogonal to each other at the
intersection area. Johnson et al. [8] proposed a resonant cavity that supported two
orthogonal modes at the intersection area of two line-defect waveguides in a two
dimensional (2D) square lattice photonic crystal (PC) structure, which was composed of
periodic cylindrical rods in air. In the work of Johnson et al. [8], as the quality factor
(Q-factor) of the cavity increased by adding more rods next to the defect rod, crosstalk
could be reduced. As a result of the Q-factor change, both the output bandwidth spectrum
and crosstalk are controlled. Based on a similar structure, Liu et al. [9] reported crosstalk
reduction by using two single mode coupled resonator optical waveguides that had
nonoverlapping photonic band gap (PBG). Their results are very attractive and
promising. Furthermore, all-optical transistors can potentially be achieved based on the
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PC cross-waveguide geometry [12]. However, in both works of Johnson et al. [8] and
Liu et al. [9] the structures had an infinite thickness and light was guided in air, or void
PBG waveguides, instead of dielectric waveguides. As a result, the structures are only
ideal 2D models that cannot be experimentally realized.
In order to experimentally demonstrate the structure proposed by Johnson et al. [8],
Roh et al. [10] used two aluminum metal plates to insure confinement in the out-of-plane
direction. One plate was placed on the top, and the other was placed at the bottom of the
cylindrical alumina rods in air. Crosstalk reduction as large as −30 dB was
experimentally achieved at the resonant frequency. However, this metallic-cladding
structure cannot be scaled down for telecom wavelengths. To work for the telecom
wavelengths, Teo et al. [11] fabricated a structure that was composed of 13 µm high
silicon rods in air, which are too high to provide effective out-of-plane field confinement.
For practical applications, a widely used way is to convert a 2D structure into a planar
structure. Unfortunately, in a planar structure light cannot be confined in void PBG
waveguides without out-of-plane confinement on light propagation.
Herein, we replace the air-line defect waveguides with strip waveguides to achieve
out-of-plane confinement by total internal reflection. To illustrate the effectiveness of our
design, we performed a series of simulations. First, the width of the strip waveguide was
fixed at the value that resulted in high throughput and low crosstalk. Then, the Q-factor
of the cavity was increased by adding more rods next to the defect rod. Subsequently, a
comparison of simulation results between the structures with and without the strip
waveguides was made. Next, the effect of reducing the spacing between the strip
waveguide and cavity on the coupling efficiency and crosstalk was analyzed. Then, a
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comparison of simulation results between the structures with and without the intersecting
waveguide was made. Next, we analyzed the effect of replacing the cylindrical rods with
cubic ones. Finally, we analyzed the image reversal of the cubic rods (i.e., cubic air-holes
in silicon). We fabricated the optimized structures using silicon-on-insulator (SOI). The
fabrication details and experimental results are described here.

4.2 Cylindrical Silicon-Rods in Air
Figure 4.1 shows 2D square lattice PC structures composed of cylindrical rods of radius
0.2a (a is the lattice constant of the PCs) with a dielectric constant of 11.56 surrounded
by air. The transverse magnetic (TM) PBG of the structures is between 0.286(a/λ) and
0.421(a/λ). Two intersecting single mode line-defect waveguides are created by replacing
a row and a column of rods with a dielectric strip waveguide. The strip waveguides have
a width of 0.3a and a dielectric constant as that of the bulk crystals. The resonant cavity
at the center of the intersection is introduced by creating a defect rod of radius 0.3a that
has a resonant frequency of 0.362(a/λ). The Q-factor of the cavity is increased by
increasing the number of rods next to the defect. The following names are given to the
structures that are shown in Figure 4.1 to denote the number of rods that form the cavity:
“5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” for the structures that have five rods, three rods, and one rod
at the intersection area, respectively [6].
The 2D finite-difference time-domain method is used to analyze all the designed
structures presented in this chapter. Each structure is terminated by a perfectly matched
layer in order to reduce the back reflection from the waveguide ends. A broadband TM
Gaussian pulse is used as a light source. The pulse center is at a wavelength of 2.76a.
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Two detectors are used to measure the forward (i.e., throughput) and crosstalk coupling
powers. One is located at W2 and the other at W4, as shown in Figure 4.1. The measured
power is plotted as a function of frequency. A linear scale is used for the forward power
measurement while a dB scale is used for the crosstalk measurement. In this chapter, the
measured values of the throughput and crosstalk are taken at the resonance frequency. In
addition, the (+) and (-) signs are used to denote gain and loss, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Crosstalk

Throughput
Detector

Input

Output

Crosstalk
Detector

x
z
Crosstalk

(c)
Figure 4.1: Two dimensional photonic crystal structures of circular rods in air for the following cavity
sizes: (a) “5 × 5”, (b) “3 × 3”, and (c) “1 × 1”.
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Four steps were followed in our work to investigate how the configuration parameters
affect the performance of the structure:
Step 1: the width of the strip waveguide was determined by changing the width of the
waveguide from 0.1a to 0.4a in steps of 0.1a. At each step, the throughput and crosstalk
were measured. In all the proposed structures, the throughput decreased as the width of
the waveguide changed from 0.4a to 0.1a. Whereas, the crosstalk decreased when the
width of the waveguide changed from 0.4a to 0.3a, it then increased as the width
decreased. For example, Figure 4.2 shows the throughput and crosstalk results for the
“3 × 3” structure. The optimum width for the “3 × 3” structure and for the other
structures was at 0.3a, which had the minimum crosstalk and a throughput value that was
close to the maximum throughput value that is achieved by the 0.4a case.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Throughput and (b) crosstalk of the “3 × 3” structure after changing the strip waveguide
width from 0.4a to 0.1a in steps of 0.1a.

Step 2: after fixing the strip waveguide width, the cavity size was changed from
“5 × 5” to “3 × 3” and from “3 × 3” to “1 × 1”. At each cavity size, the throughput and
crosstalk were measured. Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of the throughput and crosstalk
of the structures with and without the strip waveguides. The measured crosstalk value for
the “3 × 3” structure was about 21 dB lower than the value achieved without using the
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strip waveguides, whereas the “1 × 1” and “5 × 5” structures showed an increase in the
crosstalk. The addition of the strip waveguides caused the Q-factor of the cavity to
increase for all the designed structures. The Q-factor for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1”
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Figure 4.3: (a) Throughput (with its magnified view of the peak values) and (b) crosstalk for the structures
shown in Figure 4.1 with and without the strip waveguides.

Step 3: the spacing between the strip waveguide and the closest rod of the cavity was
changed in steps of 0.05a to reduce the Q-factor of the cavity. The edge to edge spacing
between the waveguide and the closest rod is 0.6a for the “5 × 5” and “3 × 3” structures
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and 0.5a for the “1 × 1” structure. As shown in Figure 4.4, the spacing values that
resulted in less crosstalk were found at 0.4a, 0.5a and 0.15a for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and
“1 × 1” structures, respectively. At these positions, we found that the measured
throughput values for each structure (compared to the measured values without applying
the space reduction method) changed by -0.80%, +0.07%, and +4.40%, while the
measured crosstalk values changed by -23 dB, -22 dB, and -22 dB for the “5 × 5”,
“3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures, respectively. The measured crosstalk values for the
“3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures are two times lower (in dB) than those reported in the
literature. Applying the space reduction method caused a decrease in the Q-factor of the
cavity for all the designed structures. The Q-factor for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1”
structures changed from 1800 to 1340, from 180 to 160, and from 13 to 5, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Throughput and (b) crosstalk for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures while reducing
the spacing between the waveguide and cavity in steps of 0.05a.

Step 4: to illustrate the effect of the intersecting waveguide on the coupling between
the input and output waveguides, a comparison of throughput simulation results of the
designed structures, with and without the intersecting waveguide, was made. As shown in
Figure 4.5, the intersecting waveguide had a negligible influence on the coupling
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efficiency. The measured throughput values after the addition of the intersecting
waveguide changed by -0.025%, +0.003%, and -0.150% for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and
“1 × 1” structures, respectively. The resonance frequency was the same after the addition
of the intersecting waveguide for all structures except for the “1 × 1” structure in which
the resonance frequency shifted slightly by 0.0016(a/λ).
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of throughput simulation results with and without the intersecting waveguide for
the following cavity sizes (a) “5 × 5”, (b) “3 × 3”, and (c) “1 × 1”.

4.3 Cubic Silicon-Rods in Air
In our research work, we discovered that cubic rods offer better performance than
cylindrical ones. This is due to the fact that the cubic rods have higher filling factor than
that of cylindrical rods. However, this comes at the expense of reducing the PBG by 13%
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(TM PBG between 0.268(a/λ) and 0.385(a/λ)). A broadband TM Gaussian pulse is used
as a light source at a wavelength of 3.00a. To achieve better coupling into the cavity, the
width of the strip waveguides was increased to 0.4a. As shown in Figure 4.6, the
measured throughput values after using the cubic rods are changed by +5.70%, -3.55%,
and -3.50% for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures respectively, while the
measured crosstalk values changed by -1 dB, -8 dB, and -1 dB. The Q-factor of the cavity
was decreased after replacing the cylindrical rods by cubic rods. The Q-factor for the
“5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures changed from 1800 to 1370, from 180 to 135, and
from 13 to 11, respectively.
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of the (a) throughput and (b) crosstalk for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1”
structures of cylindrical and cubic rods.

The spacing between the strip waveguide and the closest rod of the cavity was
changed in steps of 0.05a. The edge to edge spacing between the waveguide and the
closest cubic rod is 0.6a for the “5 × 5” and “3 × 3” structures and 0.5a for the “1 × 1”
structure. The throughput and crosstalk were measured for each step. As shown in Figure
4.7, the spacing values that resulted in less crosstalk were found at 0.35a, 0.55a and 0.2a
for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures, respectively. At these positions, we found
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that the measured throughput values for each structure (compared to the measured values
without applying the space reduction method) changed by +2.5%, -0.02%, and +3.8%,
while the measured crosstalk values changed by -36 dB, -28 dB, and -20 dB for the
“5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures, respectively. The measured crosstalk values for
all the structures are almost 14 dB lower than that of the cylindrical rods except for the
“1 × 1” structure in which the same crosstalk is measured. Applying the space reduction
method caused a decrease in the Q-factor of the cavity for all the designed structures. The
Q-factor for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures changed from 1370 to 780, from
135 to 120, and from 11 to 3.50, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Throughput and (b) crosstalk for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures while reducing
the spacing between the waveguide and cavity in steps of 0.05a.

4.4 Cubic Air-Holes in Silicon
In order to achieve low crosstalk for transverse electric (TE) modes, we propose a 2D
square lattice PC structure composed of square air-holes in silicon of a width of 0.8a. The
PBG of the structure for TE modes is between 0.30(a/λ) and 0.39(a/λ). Two intersecting
line-defect waveguides are created by replacing a row and a column of air-holes with a
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dielectric strip waveguide. The strip waveguides have the same width as that of the bulk
air-holes. The resonant cavity at the center of the intersection is introduced by creating a
defect air-hole of a width of 0.6a. The cavity size is changed by increasing the number of
air-holes that form the cavity. Similar levels of low crosstalk can be achieved in this
configuration as shown in Figure 4.8. The Q-factor for the “7 × 7”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1”
structures are 250, 30, and 5, while the crosstalk values are -40 dB, -22 dB, and -10 dB
respectively.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Throughput and (b) crosstalk for the “7 × 7”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures of cubic airholes in silicon.

4.5 Fabrication of the PC Structures
We fabricated the cylindrical silicon-rods and the cubic air-holes structures on SOI using
electron-beam lithography. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the
structures are shown in Figure 4.9. According to 3D simulations, we found that in order
to have a PBG centered at 1550 nm, the height of the silicon rods should be 2.25a
(1035 nm) and the lattice period of the structure should be 460 nm. In addition, the whole
structure must be buried in silicon oxide in order to maximize the PBG and provide index
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guiding in the vertical direction. On the other hand, the height of the air-hole should be
250 nm and the lattice constant should be 560 nm. To maximize the PBG, the buried
oxide is etched using a buffered oxide etchant solution for 10 minutes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Fabricated photonic crystal structures of (a) circular rods in air and (b) air-holes in silicon.

The optimized PC structures were fabricated on an SOI platform. The SOI wafer has
a buried silicon oxide layer of a width of 4000 nm. The SOI wafer was spun coated with
a negative resist (XR-1541). Then, the electron-beam was used to transfer the pattern on
the negative resist. Next, the unexposed areas of the resist were removed by developing
the wafer in AZ® 300 metal-ion-free developer for four minutes. The exposed resist acted
as a mask during the etching process. Chlorine plasma, which consists of Cl2 and BCl3,
was used to etch the unprotected silicon. The mask was not removed after etching silicon
because it acted as silicon oxide. Finally, the cylindrical rods structure was buried in
silicon oxide of a thickness of 3000 nm, while the buried oxide under the air-holes was
etched using a buffered oxide etchant solution for 10 minutes.

4.6 Experimental Results
We tested the fabricated “7 × 7” and “3 × 3” TE devices. The experimental measurement
set up was as follows: the light from a tunable laser with spectral range from 1260 nm to
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1520 nm propagated through a polarization controller to allow TE-like modes to couple
into a 10 µm silicon waveguide. Coupling into and out of the silicon waveguides was
achieved using tapered micro-lens fibers with a spot diameter of 2.5±0.5 micron. A
J-coupler (see Figure 4.10(a)) [13] was fabricated and used to couple light from the
10 µm silicon waveguide into the 448 nm PC line-defect waveguide. Translational stages
were used to align the input and output fibers to the device being tested. An infrared
camera mounted on a microscope was used to capture the vertically scattered light from
the waveguides. The output power was measured using an infrared detector and recorded
using a power meter. A microscopic image of a cavity at resonance is shown in
Figure 4.10(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Microscopic image of the (a) fabricated TE structure and (b) cavity at resonance.

A comparison between the experimental and simulation results of the “7 × 7” and
“3 × 3” structures are shown in Figure 4.11. The Fabry Perot oscillations are formed by
the reflection from the end-facets of the waveguides and the cavity. In our simulations,
the light source, the output detector, and the crosstalk detector are all placed inside the
PC line-defect waveguides. In our experiment, the light source and detector are out of the
SOI chip. To be able to compare the simulation with the experiment, both results should
be normalized to one. Also, the resonant frequency in both results should match. As
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expected from simulation and theory, as the size of the cavity increases, the Q-factor and
the crosstalk decreases. The Q-factor and crosstalk value for the fabricated “7 × 7”
structure (see Figures 4.11(a and c)) is 168 and -20 dB and that of the “3 × 3” structure
(see Figures 4.11(b and c)) is 54 and -10 dB. The measured Q-factors and crosstalk
values are slightly different from that resulted from the numerical simulations. This is due
to fabrication errors. From the plots in Figure 4.11, it is clear that the resonance
frequency is shifted for the experimental results from that predicted by the simulation
results. Based on the 2D simulation results, to get a shift in the resonance frequency from
1480 nm to 1345 nm requires that the widths of the fabricated square air-holes and defect
be wider than that used in the simulation by about 5% (i.e., lattice constant is still the
same (i.e., a = 560 nm), square air-holes of a width of 0.842a, and a defect air-hole of a
width of 0.642a). However, based on the measured values using the SEM for the tested
“7 × 7” device (see Figure 4.11(d)), the measured widths of the bulk square air-holes and
cavity defect are wider than that predicted by simulation by about 5% (i.e., lattice
constant is still the same (i.e., a = 560 nm), square air-holes of a width of 0.884a, and a
defect air-hole of a width of 0.688a). The difference between the simulation and the
measured values is because we performed a 2D simulation which does not take into
consideration the out-of-plane effect. The measured spectrum of the throughput for the
“7 × 7” cavity matches very well the simulation data, taking into account the shift of the
resonance frequency, as shown in Figure 4.11(a). The measured spectrum of the
throughput for the “3 × 3” cavity has the bandpass in the same range of frequencies but
exhibited a narrower spectrum, a higher Q-factor (as shown in Figure 4.11(b)). This is
very well expected because of the sensitivity of the devices due to any fabrication
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tolerance. However, the fabrication error is not the same for both the defect air-hole and
the bulk air-holes. As a result of that, the Q-factor of the fabricated “3 × 3” is higher than
that of simulation which is evident in its wider spectrum. Practically speaking the
throughputs of the devices were quite close to the simulation predictions. The crosstalk
experimental curves show consistently that the “7 × 7” cavity has lower crosstalk values
than that of the “3 × 3” as predicted by the simulation data. The crosstalk simulation
results show stronger wavelength dependence than the experimental results,
Figure 4.11(c), which is might be due in the major part to the low sensitivity and narrow
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of experimental results with simulation results of (a) throughput “7 × 7” structure,
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we demonstrated theoretically and experimentally that low crosstalk
between two crossed line-defect waveguides formed in a square lattice photonic crystal
(PC) structure can be achieved using a resonant cavity at the intersection area. The PC
resonator consists of cubic air-holes in silicon. The quality-value of the cavity can be
changed by increasing the number of holes that form the cavity. The theoretical and
experimental crosstalk results are approximately -40 dB and -20 dB, respectively.
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Chapter 5

Silicon Microring Vertical Coupler

In this chapter, we propose a silicon microring coupler to couple light from a single mode
fiber into a silicon-on-insulator waveguide. We also show the fabrication procedure and
the experimental results for the optimized structure.

5.1 Introduction
Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is one of the promising technologies suitable for
monolithically integration of both electronic and optical circuits using conventional
microelectronics patterning and fabrication techniques. In addition, this technology offers
a high index contrast for strong light confinement in small dimensions and enables the
miniaturization of functional integrated optical devices. On the other hand, the thickness
of silicon guiding layer of a single mode SOI waveguide often shrinks to 100~200 nm for
telecommunication wavelengths, whereas the diameter of a single mode fiber is about
10 µm. So there is huge mismatch between the mode size of a single mode fiber and that
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of an SOI waveguide, resulting in a big challenge in efficiently coupling light into SOI
waveguides and other semiconductor waveguides. Direct coupling, including end-fire
coupling and butt coupling, has been shown to have a coupling efficiency approximately
proportional to the mode dimension ratio [3,4]. Due to the diffraction limit of
conventional optics, focusing a near infrared light beam to 100~200 nm is impractical or
impossible and hence very low efficiency, 1~2%, is achievable. Other approaches,
including grating coupling, prism coupling, and vertical tapering, were shown to be either
difficult in fabrication or with poor efficiency. Taillaert et al. reported a 90° grating
coupler for fiber-to-waveguide coupling [5]. The coupling efficiency was simulated to be
74% and experimentally measured to be 19%. Prism couplers and vertical tapers [6,7]
were also reported, but they either require complex fabrication process or are difficult for
integration. However, fiber-to-waveguide coupling is a basic issue to realize photonic
chip-to-chip interconnection, especially for silicon photonic integration, where light
emission is not easy to realize and optical signal and power often rely on the source from
another chip through optical fiber. Inefficient fiber-to-waveguide coupling has greatly
hampered the development and applications of photonic integrated circuits. Recently,
some other novel couplers were also reported, including a tapered graded index structure
[8], 45°-micromirrors [9], gray scaled parabolic mirror [10], dual-grating assisted
directional coupler [11], and laser-induced fiber gratings [12]. However, none of the
approaches provided efficiency high enough for practical fiber-to-SOI interconnection.
When light is coupled into an SOI waveguide, the coupling efficiency is essentially
determined by how the profile of the input mode matches that of the SOI mode. In most
cases, the mode match is very poor, resulting in a very low coupling efficiency in a single
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coupling attempt. However, coupling efficiency can be improved if the coupler
repeatedly feeds the uncoupled light into the waveguide-or makes “multiple attempts”.
Recently, Lu proposed a coupler based on the vertical leakage from a microring, where
light power is first fed into a microring—an “endless loop”, and the gradual leakage from
the microring constitutes steady vertical coupling into the SOI slab [13]. In this coupler,
gradual leakage forms numerous coupling attempts. Thus, very high coupling efficiency
can be achieved. In addition, the coupler has the advantages of broad bandwidth, small
dimensions, and easy integration. However, in order to achieve high efficiency, the
refractive index of the microring has to be carefully controlled to match the effective
index of the SOI waveguide mode. This may require growing exotic materials on the top
of SOI. Herein, we propose an alternative structure where light can be coupled into SOI
waveguides through a silicon microring [14]. In this structure, the effective index of a
SOI waveguide mode is matched not by the refractive index of the microring but by the
oblique incidence of light beam into the silicon microring. We also show the fabrication
procedure and experimental results.

5.2 Silicon Microring Vertical Couplers
Figure 5.1(a) illustrates the principle of the coupler. The essential part of the coupler is a

σ-shaped silicon microring on the top of an SOI slab. Once light is fed into the microring
through the straight waveguide, it will circulate in an endless-loop until either scattered
into the surrounding or coupled into the SOI slab at the bottom. The height of the
microring waveguide, H, can be several microns while its width, W, needs to be
controlled within 2~3 µm to excite long lateral evanescent tails. However, the straight
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waveguide can be laterally tapered to several microns for matching the diameter of a
single mode fiber. A buffer layer with thickness 50~100 nm is allowed (for fabrication
consideration) between the microring and the SOI slab. As shown in Figure 5.1(b), the
theory of operation is based on evanescent leakage, which requires the horizontal
component of the wave vector in the microring matching that of the guided mode in the
SOI slab, i.e., K ring sin Θ ring = β SOI . Note that the refractive index of the microring and the
SOI guiding layer is the same. Thus, the propagation angle inside the microring needs to
be equal to the SOI waveguide mode angle, Θ ring ≈ Θ mode . In practice, Θ ring should be
slightly larger than Θ mode . For example, the mode angle of a 300-nm-SOI slab at

λo = 1550 nm is Θmode (TE) = 61° for the TE mode and Θmode (TM) = 48° for the TM mode.
So in order to efficiently couple light (at λo = 1550 nm) from the microring into the SOI
slab, Θ ring should be slightly larger than 61° and 48° for TE and TM modes, respectively.
There are two approaches to excite the desired propagation direction inside the microring:
oblique incidence as inset 1 and parallel incidence as inset 2 of Figure 5.1(a). In these two
cases,

the

input

port

should

be

polished

with

different

slope

angles:

α1 = Θ mode and α 2 = tan −1 [(sin Θ mode − nfiber / nring ) / cos Θ mode ] (about 43° for 1550 nm-TE mode

coupling), where nfiber and nring are the refractive indices of the optical fiber and silicon,
respectively.
In the simulation, we used the second approach with the slope angle α2 = 47° (slightly
larger than tan −1 [(sin Θ mode − nfiber / nring ) / cos Θ mode ] ) for TE-mode coupling. For simplicity, the
profile of the fiber is assumed to be rectangular to match that of the input port waveguide.
The thickness of the silicon guiding layer is 300 nm with a 50-nm thick SiO2 buffer layer
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on the top. The microring is formed by a silicon waveguide (nring = 3.5) with width
W = 2.0 µm and height H = 2.5 µm. The diameter of the microring measured from the

center of the waveguide is R = 5.0 µm. The thickness of the SOI substrate (SiO2) and the
air layer on the top of the microring is assumed to be infinite, but taken 0.5 µm in the
simulation. The whole structure is surrounded by the perfectly-matched-layer. A
monochromatic source with Gaussian beam profile and size 1.5 µm × 1.8 µm is placed at
the center of the optical fiber. The index of refraction of the fiber is assumed to be
nfiber = 1.5. The electric field component of the source is along the y-direction, and
)

magnetic field along the z-direction, i.e., E = E y yˆ and H = H z z .
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Figure 5.1: (a) The illustration of the silicon microring vertical coupler. (b) The illustration of the theory of
operation.

Figure 5.2 shows the simulated field distribution for the amplitude of the main
component, Hz, using the 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [15]. The top
surfaces in Figure 5.2(a and b) go through the half height of the microring, while
Figure 5.2(c and d) shows the light emission through the surfaces of the simulated cube.
As can be seen, there is no obvious guiding route for the fed power propagate out of the
microring but to leak into the SOI guiding layer or to be radiated into the surrounding
media, and most of the power is coupled into the SOI guiding layer. Note the straight
waveguide section contains a joint of the optical fiber and silicon waveguide as shown in
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the inset 2 of Figure 5.1(a). According to the simulation, small amount of power is
reflected at the interface between the optical fiber and the input port. Theoretically, the
ratio runs up to 21%, which can be greatly decreased by integrating a suitable antireflection coating.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: The simulated field distribution (Hz) for different perspectives. The arrow in each panel
indicates the input light propagation direction.

The ratio between the power propagating out from the guiding layer and the total
power sent out from the cubic boundaries is calculated to be 72%. The guided power
confined in the substrate and cladding layer as evanescent waves is estimated from the
theoretical mode profile. Excluding the reflection between the optical fiber and the input
port, the coupling efficiency is calculated to be 91% at λo = 1550 nm. Note there is still a
mode profile mismatch at the interface between the optical fiber and the input port. The
coupling efficiency can be further improved. The bandwidth was simulated to be huge in
[13]. This can be explained by the small modification in the effective index of the SOI
slab with different working wavelengths.
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As partially discussed in [13], the coupling efficiency is determined by the
comparison of the coupling time and photon lifetime in the microring. As shown in the
inset 1 of Figure 5.3(a), the index profile in the vertical direction across the waveguide
shows the coupling system is essentially a 3D dielectric waveguide overlapping a 3D
loaded SOI waveguide. The shadowed part has a larger effective index due to the upper
dielectric loading and thus the light coupled from the dielectric waveguide can be
confined in the SOI waveguide. However, the lateral confinement in the SOI waveguide
is very poor because the index contrast due to the upper dielectric loading is very small.
When both the dielectric waveguide and SOI waveguide are curved to form two
overlapped microrings, the SOI waveguide looses power much faster than the dielectric
waveguide.

This

can

be

understood

through

the

confinement

width

X r = [(neff / nsur ) − 1]R, beyond which light is radiated into the surrounding medium [16].

The attenuation coefficient due to radiation loss takes the form α ∝ C1 exp(−2γX r ),
where γ is the extinct factor of a guided mode, and C1 is a constant related to the mode
profile. The SOI waveguide has smaller extinct factor γ and smaller confinement
width X r than the dielectric waveguide. As a result, the leakage through the loaded
SOI waveguide dominates. Due to the tiny effective index difference, most leakage
becomes the guided light in the SOI slab. However, this analysis is based on the
assumption that propagating mode can be excited in the 3D SOI waveguide. When the
bulk index of the dielectric waveguide or Θ ring is too small or too large, only evanescent
waves can be excited in the 3D loaded SOI waveguide and light cannot be coupled into
the SOI slab.
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5.3 Light Propagation Direction Control in the SOI Waveguide
The lateral mode size conversion in the SOI waveguide can be realized using a tapered
waveguide or a parabolic surface [17]. In [13], Lu demonstrated a complementary SOI
microring with overall coupling efficiency of 72%. The coupling efficiency can be
further improved and the semi-disk structure as illustrated in Figure 5.3(a) is such an
example. One end of the SOI waveguide is first fabricated as a semi-disk, as shown in the
inset 2 of Figure 5.3(a), and the input port of the microring coupler is aligned to the disk
part of the waveguide. The confinement imposed by the semi-disk allows the coupled
waveguide only propagating forwards. To validate the design, the simulation is repeated
by applying the SOI semi-disk in the guiding layer. As shown in Figure 5.3(b), most of
light power is coupled into the SOI waveguide, and the coupling efficiency is calculated
to be 87%, which is slightly lower than the efficiency, 91%, for coupling into a blank SOI
slab. The output of the semi-disk is essentially broad guided modes and there are mature
techniques available to taper them into a single mode.
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Figure 5.3: (a) The illustration of the device to control the coupling direction. (b) The simulation of light
propagation direction in the SOI waveguide. The arrow indicates the input light propagation direction.
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5.4 Fabrication Process
Two electron-beam lithography steps were required to fabricate the structure shown in
Figure 5.1. One lithography step was done to define the top Si waveguide and another
one to define the lower SOI waveguide. Three fabrication challenges were involved: one
was to use the negative electron-beam resist (XR-1541 22%) as a mask to define the top
waveguide, another was to use the negative electron-beam resist (XR-1541 6%) as a
mask to define the bottom waveguide, and the third was to align the bottom waveguide
with respect to the top waveguide. We were able to overcome all of these challenges. To
define the top waveguide, the silicon layer should be lower than 2 µm so that the exposed
XR-1541 22% can protect the underneath structure during the etching process. We also
post baked the resist for four minutes before immersing it in the MIF developer to harden
the exposed resist. To define the SOI waveguide, the thickness of the XR-1541 6%
should be about 150 nm to protect both the top waveguides and the SOI waveguides
during the etching process. The alignment tolerance between the ring coupler and the SOI
waveguide was ±3 µm.
To fabricate the vertical ring coupler, a buffered oxide layer of a height of 80 nm was
deposited on top of the SOI wafer. Then Si layer of a height of 1650 nm was deposited.
The wafer was spun coated with a negative resist (XR-1541 HSQ 22%) to fabricate the Si
waveguide. The electron-beam was used to transfer the pattern on the negative resist. The
exposed resist acted as a mask during the etching process. Chlorine plasma was used to
etch the unprotected silicon. The remaining mask was not removed after etching silicon
because it is still needed to protect the top fabricated waveguide while etching the bottom
SOI-waveguides. To fabricate the SOI waveguide, the wafer was spun coated with a
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negative resist (XR-1541 HSQ 6%). The electron-beam was used to transfer the pattern
on the negative resist. Next, the unexposed areas of the resist were removed by
developing the wafer in MIF developer for four minutes. Chlorine plasma was used to
etch the unprotected silicon. Figure 5.4 shows the microscopic image of the microring
coupler after the first and second electron-beam lithography steps.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Microscopic image of the microring coupler after the (a) first and (b) second electron-beam
lithography steps.

5.5 Experimental Results
We tested the fabricated microring structures (see Figure 5.5(a)). The experimental
measurement set up was as follows: the light from a tunable laser with spectral range
from 1520 nm to 1620 nm propagated through a polarization controller to allow TM-like
modes to couple into a 2 µm silicon waveguide. Coupling into and out of the silicon
waveguides was achieved using tapered micro-lens fibers with a spot diameter of
2.5±0.5 micron. Translational stages were used to align the input and output fibers to the
device being tested. An infrared camera mounted on a microscope was used to capture
the vertically scattered light from the waveguides. The output power was measured using
an infrared detector and recorded using a power meter. A microscopic image of the
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scattered light from the microring coupler and the SOI waveguide is shown in
Figure 5.5(b). Our reference waveguide was a straight SOI waveguide of a width of
2 µm. The measured spectrum of the fabricated vertical microring coupler has a trend
similar to that of the reference waveguide, but it exhibited a narrower spectrum
(see Figure 5.5(c)). It was about 40 nm for the coupler and 70 nm for the reference
waveguide (measured within the spectral range understudy). This is very well expected
because of the sensitivity of the devices due to any fabrication tolerance. We designed the
coupler to have an alignment tolerance of ±3 µm between the top waveguide
(i.e., microring coupler) and the bottom waveguide (i.e., SOI waveguide). Consequently,
the width of the SOI waveguide under the microring coupler was about 18 µm. The
18 µm SOI waveguide was tapered down to 2 µm over a length of about 3 mm, which
caused propagation losses higher than that in the reference waveguide. Also, the
thickness of the oxide layer between the microring coupler and the SOI waveguide is
somewhat thick (80 nm). This prevented more light from coupling into the SOI
waveguide. The coupling efficiency of the vertical coupler can be increased by
fabricating the structure in which the following conditions are met: the width of the SOI
waveguide is reduced at the overlap area to about 13 µm (i.e., alignment tolerance is
±0.5 µm), the tapering length of the SOI waveguide is about 1 mm, and the thickness of
the deposited oxide is reduced to about 50 nm.
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Figure 5.5: Coupling measurement between the microring coupler and SOI waveguide: (a) SEM image of
the fabricated coupler, (b) a microscopic image of the scattered light from the coupler, and (c) coupling
efficiency as a function of wavelength for TM polarization.

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we showed theoretically and experimentally that a vertical microring
coupler can be used to increase the coupling efficiency between a conventional optical
waveguide and silicon-on-insulator waveguide.
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Chapter 6

Nanoplasmonic Photonic Devices

In this chapter, we introduce a novel design and analysis of an ultra-compact coupler, a
1 × 2 splitter, a directional coupler, and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer from silicon
waveguides into plasmonic waveguides with high coupling efficiency, flexible splitting
ratios, and broad bandwidth [1-5]. The fabrication procedure and the experimental results
for a coupler and a 1 × 2 splitter are shown.

6.1 Introduction
Recent interest arises in plasmonic waveguides, which promise to play an important role
in minimizing the footprint required to integrate multiple optoelectronic devices on the
same chip. In particular, plasmonic waveguides formed by metal-dielectric-metal (MDM)
structures can tightly confine light in the dielectric region on deep sub-wavelength scales
[6,7] which is not possible using conventional dielectric waveguides due to diffraction
limit [8]. However, the smaller the modal size in the dielectric region of the MDM, the
larger the propagation loss due to the metallic losses. The tradeoff between mode
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confinement and propagation loss can be addressed by integrating both dielectric
waveguides and plasmonic waveguides in the same system. To this end, efficient
coupling between dielectric waveguides and plasmonic waveguides is of great
significance.
It is necessary to use dielectric waveguides to connect the plasmonic devices to the
light source and detector so that the propagation losses due to the metallic interaction are
dramatically reduced. To achieve that, several different coupling methods have been
proposed to increase the coupling efficiency from a dielectric waveguide into a plasmonic
waveguide, such as direct coupling [9], multi-section taper [9], λ/4 coupler [10], adiabatic
tapered coupler [11], and nonadiabatic tapered coupler [11,12]. Also several different
optical circuit elements and devices such as: T- and Y-shape splitters [13-17], directional
couplers [18-21], and Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [18,19] have been proposed.
Our proposed optical circuit elements are compact and efficient in which we were able to
overcome many of the problems that were reported in the literature that made the
reported optical elements have large sizes. In Y-junctions, the radius of curvature plays
an important role in reducing radiation losses and increasing the size of the fabricated
devices [13,14]. In T-junctions, the intersection area should be designed to increase the
coupling efficiency and reduce back reflection. Coupling efficiency can be increased
using a resonant cavity at the intersection area [15], using photonic crystal waveguides
[16], or using plasmonic waveguides [17]. Directional couplers are used in many
applications such as splitters [18-20], switches [19], and wavelength sorters [21]. The
size of the directional coupler depends on the separation distance between the two
adjacent waveguides, widths of the waveguides, the refractive index of the waveguides,
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the refractive index of metal, and the operating wavelength. Zia et al. [22] found that
negligible crosstalk between adjacent two MDM waveguides occurs when the separation
distance between the two waveguides is greater than 150 nm at the free space wavelength

λo = 1.55 µm. Traditional dielectric directional couplers are used as splitters in which
there is a 90o phase shift between the two split beams. A different phase behavior occurs
in MDM directional couplers in which the phase difference between the two split beams
is lower than 90o [18]. Wang and his co-worker [18] attribute this phase behavior to the
interaction of the field with the complex refractive index of metal. Unlike the traditional
dielectric directional couplers, the plasmonic directional couplers have wavelength
coupling dependence [20,21] because the real part of the complex refractive index of
metal changes as wavelength changes. Connecting two splitters or two directional
couplers back-to-back results in a MZI [18,19]. Connecting two splitters resulted in back
reflection in [18], while connecting two directional couplers resulted in a compact
structure in [18] and long MZI in [19].
A recent numerical simulation demonstrated a coupling efficiency of 68% by directly
coupling light from a 300 nm wide silicon waveguide into a 40 nm silver-air-silver
plasmonic waveguide [9]. Coupling efficiency was further improved to 93% by using a
multi-section taper of a length of 400 nm, which was designed by a genetic global
optimization algorithm and analyzed with a finite-difference frequency-domain
methodology. In this work, we propose a direct yet efficient short plasmonic coupler of a
length of 33 nm to increase the coupling efficiency between a silicon waveguide and a
silver-air-silver plasmonic waveguide. Based on the coupler, we also propose a splitter
that delivers light from a silicon waveguide into two plasmonic waveguides. To the best
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of our knowledge, this is the first time that one reports a 1 × 2 splitter from a silicon
waveguide into two MDM plasmonic waveguides. Then, two potential applications of the
coupler and splitter are presented. One is a directional coupler and the other one is a MZI.
First, we designed a coupler at the interface between the silicon and plasmonic
waveguide. Then, we described how a 3-dB splitter, a directional coupler, and a MZI
could be designed. The coupling efficiency and the spectrum response of all devices are
investigated using the finite-difference time-domain method with a uniform mesh size of
1 nm to accurately capture the change of the field at the interface between the dielectric
waveguide and the plasmonic waveguide. The fundamental transverse magnetic mode is
excited in the single-mode dielectric waveguide and the transmitted power is measured
by a power monitor that is placed close to the interface with the plasmonic waveguide
[9]. Then, the coupling efficiency is calculated by normalizing the transmitted power with
respect to the input power. The perfectly matched layer is used to attenuate the field
within its region without back reflection. The metal losses are included in our simulations
and the relative permittivity of the silver at the free-space wavelength λo = 1.55 µm using
the commercial software FullWAVE from RSOFT is -103.7+8.1j.

6.2 Design and Numerical Results
In order to validate our results, we started by simulating the coupler proposed by Veronis
and Fan [9] and obtained the same coupling efficiency (68%) by directly coupling light
from a 300 nm wide silicon waveguide into a 40 nm silver-air-silver plasmonic
waveguide. By analyzing the numerical results, it is obvious that the light wave from the
dielectric waveguide excites surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) along the dielectric-
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plasmonic boundaries and the SPPs will be “funneled” into the MDM plasmonic
waveguides. This funneling process can conceptually explain why light can be efficiently
coupled from a large (300 nm) dielectric waveguide into a tiny (40 nm) dielectric slot
MDM waveguide. We found that the coupling efficiency can be greatly improved simply
by incorporating a rectangular air-gap (i.e., slot waveguide) and hence preventing
transverse “funneling leakage” at the interface between the dielectric waveguide and the
MDM plasmonic waveguide [1-3]. Herein, we present the design steps and numerical
results for the proposed air-gap couplers (AGC) and nanoplasmonic devices.

6.2.1 Air-Gap Coupler Design
First, we consider an ultra-short matching rectangular AGC inside the plasmonic
waveguide at the interface with silicon, as shown in Figure 6.1(a). In the two dimensional
(2D) simulation, we varied the dimensions of the coupler and measured the
corresponding coupling efficiency. The dependence of the coupling efficiency on the
coupler’s width W and length L is shown in Figure 6.1(b). We found that coupling
efficiency had a maximum value when W matches the width of the silicon waveguide. In
particular, the coupling efficiency is above 87.7% for 30 nm < L < 40 nm and is
maximized for L = 33 nm (coupling efficiency = 88.1%). Tapering the edges of the
rectangular AGC can further increase the coupling efficiency to 90% [1], but doing so
will also increase the fabrication complexity. In this work, we only consider the
rectangular AGC and optimize its length as 40 nm to match that of the width of the
plasmonic waveguide. The field distribution of the coupled light for the rectangular AGC
is shown in Figure 6.1(c).
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic of the basic proposed coupler. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of the
coupler’s width W and length L. (c) Field distribution of the coupled light at λo = 1.55 µm for the air-gap
coupler.

Veronis and Fan [9] found that to maximize the coupling efficiency between the
dielectric waveguide and the plasmonic waveguide, there is an optimal width of the
dielectric waveguide for a given width of the plasmonic waveguide. As shown in
Figure 6.2, the optimal width of the dielectric waveguide is 300 nm when the width of the
plasmonic waveguide is 40 nm. We found that this dependency is broadened when using
our proposed AGC. Increasing the size of the dielectric waveguide from 300 nm to
500 nm resulted in a decrease in the coupling efficiency by about 15% as opposed to 45%
for the case without using the AGC.

Figure 6.2: Coupling efficiency for the basic structure (Figure 6.1(c)) as a function of the dielectric
waveguide’s width.
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Moreover, our coupler allows for considerable alignment tolerance, which is
necessary for practical applications since accurately aligning the silicon waveguide to the
plasmonic waveguide is a difficult task. To evaluate the effect of the misalignment, two
configurations are examined. One is for the misalignment of both the MDM waveguide
and the AGC with respect to the silicon waveguide as a function of the displacement d1
(as shown in Figure 6.3(a)). Another is for the misalignment of the MDM waveguide
with respect to both AGC and silicon waveguide as a function of the displacement d2 (as
shown in Figure 6.4(a)). The misalignment in both cases is exaggerated in order to show
the effect of using the AGC. Figures 6.3(b) and 6.4(b) show the coupling efficiency with
and without using the AGC as a function of the displacement d1 and d2, respectively. We
found that the misalignment tolerance is much higher for both cases when using the
AGC. For example, if the plasmonic waveguide center is at the edge of the silicon
waveguide (i.e., d1 = 150 nm) as shown in Figure 6.3(a), the coupling efficiency is 1%
without using the AGC and 26% when the AGC is used. In another example, if the MDM
waveguide is placed next to the AGC (i.e., d2 = 170 nm) as shown in Figure 6.4(c),
then coupling efficiency is negligible without using the AGC and 41% when the AGC is
used. Note that there is almost no alignment overlap between the dielectric waveguide
and the MDM plasmonic waveguide. From this analysis, it is obvious that in order to
achieve high coupling efficiency, the AGC’s edges should be aligned to the silicon
waveguide edges and the MDM waveguide should be placed at the center of the silicon
waveguide.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Schematic of the position misalignment d1 between the silicon waveguide and the plasmonic
waveguide with the AGC connected to it. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of d1. (c) Field distribution
for the structure shown in Figure 6.3(a) when d1 = 150 nm.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Schematic of the position misalignment d2 between the silicon waveguide with the AGC
connected to it and the plasmonic waveguide. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of d2. (c) Field
distribution for the structure shown in Figure 6.4(a) when d2 = 170 nm.

In our couplers, the rectangular air-gap plays an important role in increasing both the
coupling efficiency (as shown in Figure 6.1) and improving the alignment tolerance of
the plasmonic waveguide with respect to the dielectric waveguide (as shown in
Figures 6.3 and 6.4). To verify this, we made several additional simulations and found
that without using the AGC the plasmonic mode was excited at the interface between
metal and silicon that had a different mode size than that of the MDM waveguide. After
using the AGC, the plasmonic mode size matched that of the MDM waveguide because
the AGC formed a cavity between the metal and silicon, which enabled more power to
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couple into the MDM waveguide. When the AGC does not have the same width as that of
the silicon waveguide, the SPP excitation starts from the area that is not covered with the
AGC. Then the SPP is coupled inside the AGC and propagates towards the MDM
waveguide and couples into MDM waveguide, as shown in Figure 6.5(a). When the AGC
covers the whole silicon area and the MDM waveguide is at the center, as shown in
Figure 6.5(b), the SPP excitation starts at an equal distance from the MDM waveguide
and then is coupled into the MDM waveguide. When the MDM waveguide is not at the
center, SPP excitation starts away from the MDM waveguide before it is coupled into the
MDM waveguide (Figure 6.5(c)). This proves that the MDM waveguide introduces
transverse metal boundaries that prevent the transverse leakage of SPPs and consequently
increases the coupling efficiency.

80%

88%

(a)

80%

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.5: The electric field distribution when (a) the width of the AGC does not match that of the silicon
waveguide, (b) the width of the AGC matches that of the silicon waveguide and the MDM waveguide is at
the center, and (c) the width of the AGC matches that of silicon waveguide and the MDM waveguide is not
at the center.

We can further explain why one structure has higher coupling efficiency than another.
For example, the coupling efficiency for the structure shown in Figure 6.1(c) has the
highest coupling efficiency (about 88%) because the SPP excitation starts at equidistance
from both sides of the centered MDM waveguide and are “funneled” into the MDM
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waveguide. In another example, the coupling efficiency for the structure shown in
Figure 6.5(a) is lower than that for the structure shown in Figure 6.1(c) because part of
the excited SPP propagates away from the AGC and also the excited SPP mode at the
interface between silicon and metal travels towards the AGC, which has a different
dielectric material (i.e., air). On the other hand, when the width of the AGC is higher than
that of the silicon waveguide, the AGC does not act as a cavity because the bottom of the
extra length is terminated by air and not by silicon. Thus, the coupling efficiency dropped
dramatically.

6.2.2 Splitter Design
Ultra compact splitters are required in nanophotonic circuits in order to minimize the
required area to produce multiple photonic devices on the same chip. The coupler
introduced in Section 6.2.1 can be easily used to design splitters. In this section, two
methods were used to design splitters: one method by using the AGC and the other one
without using the AGC.
In the first method, we designed a 3-dB splitter by increasing the separation distance
g1 between the two MDM waveguides (as shown in Figure 6.6(a)) until maximum

coupling is achieved. We found that the maximum coupling efficiency is about 37% for
each branch when g1 = 160 nm, as shown in Figures 6(b and c). This configuration has
the advantage in easy fabrication.
The efficiency can be further increased using our AGC. In the second method, we
designed a 3-dB splitter by increasing the separation distance g2 between the two MDM
waveguides (as shown in Figure 6.7(a)) until maximum coupling is achieved. The
increase in g2 was done after the addition of the rectangular AGC. We found that the
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maximum coupling efficiency is about 45% for each branch for g2 = 260 nm, as shown in
Figures 6.7(b and c). Over 90% of power in total can be delivered into two MDM
plasmonic waveguides.

g1

37%

(a)

(b)

37%

(c)

Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic of the splitter structure without the air-gap coupler. (b) Coupling efficiency as a
function of the separation distance g1. (c) Field distribution for the structure shown in Figure 6.6(a) for
g1 = 160 nm.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Schematic of the splitter structure with the air-gap coupler. (b) Coupling efficiency as a
function of the separation distance g2. (c) Field distribution for the structure shown in Figure 6.7(a) for
g2 = 260 nm.

The splitting ratio can be easily controlled by the position of the MDM waveguides
WR and WL, as shown in Figure 6.8(a). Before shifting WL, the displacement between the

two waveguides was 260 nm, which resulted in a coupling efficiency of 45%. As
expected, we found that as D2 increases, coupling efficiency into the shifted waveguide
decreases and coupling efficiency into the fixed waveguide increases (as shown in
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Figure 6.8(b)). Figure 6.8(c) shows the coupling efficiency ratio between WL and WR for
D2 = 150 nm. Even when there is no overlap between the shifted MDM waveguide and

silicon waveguide, the coupled power is 10% in WL.
WL

WR

D2

10%

(a)

(b)

60%

(c)

Figure 6.8: (a) Schematic of the asymmetric splitter structure. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of the
displacement D2. (c) Field distribution for D2 = 150 nm.

Another way to control the splitting ratio is by varying the width of the MDM
waveguides W1 and W2, as shown in Figure 6.9(a). We found that as the width of W2
increases from 40 nm to 100 nm, the coupling efficiency in W2 increases slightly from
45% to 47%, while the coupling efficiency in a 40 nm wide W1 decreases from 45% to
28% (as shown in Figure 6.9(b)). The field distribution for W2 = 100 nm and W1 = 40 nm
is shown in Figure 6.9(c).
W2
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Figure 6.9: (a) Schematic of the asymmetric splitter structure. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of W2.
(c) Field distribution for W2 = 100 nm and W1 = 40 nm.
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The proposed couplers and splitters can also operate at a broad frequency range. To
show that, we varied the wavelength of the light source and measured the corresponding
coupling efficiency. The coupling efficiency with respect to wavelength for the structures
shown in Figures 6.1(c) (with and without AGC), 6.5(c), and 6.6(c) is shown in
Figure 6.10. Using the AGC broadens the spectrum range around the communication
wavelength 1.55 µm for all structures. Using two plasmonic waveguides in addition to
the AGC broadens the spectrum over longer range. The wavelength dependent of the
permittivity of metal is not very clear because the coupling efficiency is measured close
to the interface with silicon. If the coupling efficiency is measured far away from the
interface, then it will be obvious that the losses of the metal increase significantly as the
wavelength decreases.

Figure 6.10: Spectrum of the structures shown in Figure 6.1(c) (with and without AGC) and Figures 6.5(c)
and 6.6(c).

6.2.3 Directional Coupler Design
Figure 6.11(a) shows the schematic of the proposed plasmonic directional coupler. It
consists of two MDM waveguides, W1 and W2. W1 was kept connected to the AGC while
W2 had a separation distance of 80 nm from the top of the AGC. We studied the effect of
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changing the separation distance between the two MDM waveguides, D3, on the coupling
efficiency into W2. Figure 6.11(b) shows the coupling efficiency as a function of the
overlapped propagation length, L, for two cases when D3 = 10 nm and 220 nm. As
expected, as D3 increases, the crosstalk between the two MDM waveguides decreases and
the coupling length increases. The coupling length, Lc, is defined as the propagation
length needed to completely transfer light from W1 to W2. The attenuation of the coupled
power as L increases is due to the metallic losses. Our simulation results show that Lc
increased from 870 nm (Figure 6.11(c)) to about 1700 nm (Figure 6.11(d)) as D3
increased from 10 nm to 20 nm, respectively. Also, our simulation results show that the
crosstalk between the two MDM waveguides is negligible when D3 is larger than 150 nm.
The coupling length at which the maximum value of the transferred power occurs is
slightly off from that of the minimum value of the other waveguide. Zhao et al. [22]
attributed the position offset to the interaction of the field with the complex refractive
index of metal.
An efficient and compact directional coupler can be made when D3 = 10 nm. The
power is continuously coupled from one MDM waveguide to another along the
propagation direction (Figure 6.11(c)). Total power transfer occurs when the propagation
length is equal to about 870 nm. A 3-dB coupler (~40% in each branch) can be made
when the propagation length is equal to 453 nm.
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Figure 6.11: (a) Schematic of the directional coupler structure. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of the
overlapped propagation length, L, at different values of D3. (c and d) Power density profile for D3 = 10 nm
and 20 nm, respectively.

Figure 6.12 shows a 2 × 2 directional coupler switch in which light propagates
through port 1 and exits through port 4 when total coupling occurs. The spacing between
the two input- (or output-) ports is 320 nm and that between the s-shaped bends is
380 nm. The spacing ensures no crosstalk between the waveguides. The s-shaped bends
did not start from the center of the AGC to reduce the size of the switch and the
propagation losses. The trade-off is that 4% of the coupling efficiency is lost at each
interface, as shown in Figure 6.4(b). The width of the two MDM waveguides is 40 nm,
whereas the separation distance between them within the coupling region is 10 nm.
Figure 6.12(b) shows the coupling efficiency into ports 3 and 4 as a function of the
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coupling length, LD. As LD increases the power is periodically transferred between the
two ports. The interaction length required to achieve total power transfer is equal to
910 nm (see Figure 6.12(c)). The excess loss is -16 dB (coupling efficiency inside port 4
is 37%), while the isolation is -23 dB (crosstalk in port 3). A 3-dB beam splitter can be
achieved when LD is equal to 440 nm.
Port # 3

380 nm

Port # 4

LD

Port # 1 320 nm Port # 2

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.12: (a) Schematic of the switch structure. (b) Coupled power into each port as a function of LD.
(c) Power density profile for the proposed switch when LD = 910 nm.

6.2.4 Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Design
Coupling light in and out of the plasmonic waveguide can be achieved by using one of
the Fabry-Perot cavity structures that are shown in Figures 6.13(a and b). One structure
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(Figure 6.13(a)) consists of a 40 nm-wide MDM waveguide embedded between two
silicon waveguides. The other structure (Figure 6.13(b)) consists of a 40 nm-wide MDM
waveguide and two AGCs embedded between two silicon waveguides. The coupling
efficiency into the output silicon waveguide as a function of the MDM waveguide length,
L, for both structures is shown in Figure 6.13(c). Efficiency decreases as L increases

because of the propagation losses due to the metallic absorption. The oscillation in the
measured coupling efficiency was dramatically reduced by using the two AGCs. Also,
higher coupling efficiency was achieved by using the two AGCs.
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Figure 6.13: (a and b) Schematic of the Fabry-Perot cavity structures with and without the AGC,
respectively. (c) Efficiency as a function of the MDM waveguide length, L.

Based on our proposed 3-dB splitter, we propose two designs for a MZI using airsilver-air geometry. The first design is achieved by connecting two splitters back to back,
as shown in Figure 6.14(a). In this configuration, the input light is equally split into each
MDM waveguide and then recombines at the output silicon waveguide. The two MDM
waveguides form the Mach-Zehnder propagation arms. The separation between the
MDM waveguides is 220 nm. The output power was measured at the output silicon
waveguide as a function of the Mach-Zehnder arm length, L, (Figure 6.14(b)). The
oscillation in the measured coupling efficiency is due to the Fabry-Perot cavity response
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that is caused by the reflection of the plasmon mode from each dielectric waveguide.
Efficiency decreases as L increases because of the propagation losses due to the metallic
absorption. Figures 6.14(c and d) show the electric field intensity and the power density
profile for the proposed structure. It is clear that the input light is equally split into the
two MDM waveguides arms and recombines at the output dielectric waveguide. A
potential application of this structure is in integrated optical sensors, where the
electromagnetic field in the gap between the two MDM waveguides is strongly confined
that can be easily disturbed by an external effect.
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Figure 6.14: (a) Schematic of the proposed silver-air-silver Mach-Zehnder interferometer. (b) Output power
as a function of Mach-Zehnder arm length, L. (c and d) Field distribution and power density profile for
L = 600 nm, respectively.
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We propose another MZI structure that consists of a splitter and a directional coupler
(a three-waveguide coupler structure), as shown in Figure 6.15(a). The input light is
equally split into the two MDM waveguides and recombines at the middle MDM
waveguide before it couples into the output dielectric waveguide. The field is highly
localized at the end of the middle MZI arm (Figure 6.15(b)). The coupling efficiency is
about 53% when the interaction length is equal to 703 nm and the width of the metal
between the three MDM waveguides is 10 nm. The length of the MZI structure can
slightly be reduced by placing the central MDM waveguide between the two s-shaped
plasmonic waveguides.
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Figure 6.15: (a) Schematic of the proposed three-waveguide silver-air-silver Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
(b) Power field distribution for the proposed structure.

6.3 Fabrication
We fabricated the plasmonic air-slot coupler and splitter that are shown in
Figures 6.16(a and c). First, the electron-beam is used to define the alignment marks
followed by a gold deposition to make the alignment marks detectable using the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) of the electron-beam tool at 100 KV. Then, the alignment
marks are used to place the dielectric waveguides at a specific location from the marks.
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Finally, the alignment marks are reused to define the regions where gold is to be
deposited to form the plasmonic slot waveguides. The focused ion beam (FIB) is used to
define the slot waveguides. We also deposited a platinum layer on top of the gold layer
using the FIB tool before defining the slot waveguides. This is done to get a rectangular
shape slot waveguide (i.e., the top of the slot waveguide has the same width as its
bottom), or otherwise the slot waveguide will look like a triangular opening (i.e., the top
of the slot waveguide is wider than its bottom).
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Figure 6.16: (a) Schematic of the plasmonic air-slot coupler. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of the
silicon air-slot waveguide’s length, Lc. (c) Schematic of the plasmonic splitter device. (b) Coupling
efficiency in branch # 1 as a function of the silicon air-slot waveguide’s length, Ls.

To have a large fabrication tolerance and enhance the coupling efficiency between the
silicon waveguide and the plasmonic air-slot waveguide, part of the silicon waveguide at
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each

end

of

the

plasmonic

air-slot

waveguide

is

milled

(as

shown

in

Figures 6.16(a and c)). By doing that, light couples from the silicon waveguide into the
silicon air-slot waveguide before it couples into the plasmonic air-slot waveguide. The
coupling is expected to increase because the field inside the plasmonic air-slot waveguide
matches that of the silicon air-slot waveguide [24]. In the simulation, we varied the length
of the air-slot waveguide inside the silicon waveguides and measured the corresponding
coupling efficiency, as shown in Figures 6.16 (b and d). The length of the air-slot
waveguide inside the silicon waveguide is denoted by Lc and Ls for the plasmonic air-slot
coupler and splitter, respectively. We found that the coupling efficiency of the coupler
increased from 8% to 40% when Lc = 50 nm (see Figure 6.16(b)). The oscillation in the
measured coupling efficiency is due to the Fabry-Perot cavity response that is caused by
the reflection of the mode from each dielectric waveguide. The coupling efficiency also
increased in each branch of the splitter from 11% to 26% when Ls = 160 nm
(see Figure 6.16(c)). SEM images of the fabricated devices are shown in Figure 6.17.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.17: Scanning electron microscope image of the fabricated (a) plasmonic air-slot coupler and
(b) plasmonic splitter.
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6.4 Experimental Results
The plasmonic air-slot coupler and splitter introduced in the previous sections were
fabricated and tested. The experimental measurement set up was as follows: the light
from a tunable laser with spectral range from 1260 nm to 1620 nm propagated through a
polarization controller to allow TM-like modes to couple into the silicon waveguide.
Coupling into and out of the silicon waveguides was achieved using tapered micro-lens
fibers with a spot diameter of 2.5±0.5 micron. Translational stages were used to align the
input and output fibers to the device being tested. The output power was measured using
an infrared detector and recorded using a power meter. The experimental results of the
plasmonic air-slot coupler and splitter are reported in the following sections.

6.4.1 Plasmonic Air-Slot Coupler Results
The output light power was measured as the wavelength of a tunable laser source was
scanned from 1260 to 1620 nm. The coupler output measurements were taken every 5 nm
along the specified range. The normalized output power of the plasmonic air-slot coupler
was plotted as a function of wavelength (see Figure 6.18). It is not possible to determine
the peak of the spectrum of the device because of the limitation of the tunable laser
source since it does not operate beyond 1620 nm. The measured spectrum of the
fabricated plasmonic coupler has a trend similar to that of the simulation except that it is
shifted by 110 nm (see Figure 6.18). This was expected because of the sensitivity of the
devices to fabrication errors such as a change in the e-beam current or the time used to
develop the phororesist. These errors resulted in fabricating waveguides of widths
different than the targeted values for the width of the silicon and plasmonic waveguides,
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which were 460 nm and 80 nm, respectively. The measured value for the former one is
500 nm and that for the latter one is 75 nm (see Figure 6.19).
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of the experimental and simulation results of the plasmonic air-slot coupler.

Figure 6.19: SEM image of the fabricated plasmonic coupler that shows the width of the silicon and
plasmonic waveguides.

In order to show the sensitivity of our plasmonic slot coupler to fabrication errors, we
investigated through numerical simulations the effect of changing various parameters on
the spectrum response of our device. The parameters that we changed were: the length of
the air-slot waveguide inside the silicon waveguide Lc, the width of the silicon waveguide
WSi, the width of the plasmonic slot waveguide WSlot, the misalignment between the

plasmonic slot waveguide and the silicon waveguide S, and the propagation length Lp.
The optimum values that we used for Lc, WSi, WSlot, S, and Lp were 50 nm, 460 nm,
80 nm, 0 nm, and 500 nm, respectively. We studied the effect of changing one parameter
on the spectrum response while keeping the remaining parameters at their optimum
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values. We found that changing Lc from 0 nm to 400 nm resulted in a change in the
spectrum response shape mainly due to the Fabry-Perot cavity-like effect in addition to
the impedance mismatch between the silicon and slot waveguides which is a function of
wavelength (see Figure 6.16(b)). We also found that the cut-off wavelength can be
controlled by changing the dimension of WSi (see Figure 6.20(c)) or WSlot (see
Figure 6.20(d)). Changing WSi from 420 nm to 500 nm, resulted in shifting the cut-off
wavelength from about 1150 nm to 1400 nm (i.e., right shift). Whereas, changing WSlot
from 40 nm to 120 nm, resulted in shifting the cut-off wavelength from about 1400 nm to
1250 nm (i.e., left shift). This shift occurs because, as the waveguide’s width changes, the
mode size changes and consequently the impedance mismatch between the silicon and
slot waveguide changes. In Figure 6.18, the experimental curve was shifted by 110 nm
because either the width of the silicon waveguide was increased by about 40 nm
(i.e., WSi = 500 nm) or the width of the slot waveguide was decreased by 40 nm
(i.e., WSlot = 40 nm) or a combination of both. We measured WSi and WSlot using SEM, and
found them equal to 500 nm and 75 nm, respectively (see Figure 6.19). In addition, we
observed that changing S from 0 nm to 80 nm resulted in a reduction in the coupled
power into the plasmonic slot waveguide due to the reduction in the overlapped area
between the mode supported by the slot waveguide and the silicon waveguide (see
Figure 6.20(e)). For example, at a wavelength of 1800 nm, the coupled power dropped by
a factor of 10 (i.e., 70% to 7%), when the slot waveguide is shifted by 80 nm. Finally, we
found that changing Lp from 500 nm to 2000 nm resulted in a reduction in the transmitted
power into the output silicon waveguide mainly due to the propagation loss of the metal
(see Figure 6.20(f)). For instance, the coupled power dropped by about 0.8 dB (i.e., 69%
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to 57%), at a wavelength of 1800 nm by increasing Lp from 500 nm to 2000 nm. From
these simulation results, it is obvious that the spectrum response of the plasmonic coupler
is strongly dependent on Lc and S, and less dependent on WSi, WSlot, and Lp.
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Figure 6.20: (a) Schematic of the plasmonic slot coupler. (b-f) Dependence of the spectrum response of the
plasmonic slot coupler on the length of the air-slot waveguide inside silicon Lc, the width of the silicon
waveguide WSi, the width of the plasmonic slot waveguide WSlot, the misalignment between the plasmonic
slot waveguide and the silicon waveguide S, and the propagation length Lp, respectively.
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We fabricated two plasmonic couplers of different lengths to investigate the effect of
changing the propagation length on the spectrum response of the coupler. One coupler
had a length of 500 nm and the other had a length of 2000 nm. The experimental results
in Figure 6.21 show that changing Lp from 500 nm to 2000 nm resulted in a reduction in
the transmitted power into the output silicon waveguide by about 3 dB (measured within
the spectral range understudy). This measurement cannot be used to calculate the
propagation loss of the plasmonic waveguide because the two couplers are not identical
due to fabrication errors. The propagation loss can be lowered by reducing the time that
the waveguides face the gallium ions when using the FIB tool and by fabricating the airslot waveguide at the optimum length and width that resulted in high coupling efficiency
(see Figure 6.16(b)).
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Figure 6.21: Experimental results of two plasmonic air-slot couplers: one had a length of 500 nm and the
other had a length of 2000 nm.

6.4.2 Plasmonic Splitter Results
A comparison between the experimental and simulation results of the plasmonic splitter
is shown in Figure 6.22. The measured spectrum of the fabricated plasmonic splitter is
narrower than that in the simulation. This met expectations because of the sensitivity of
the devices to fabrication errors. As shown in Figure 6.16 (c), the designed plasmonic slot
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waveguide is terminated by tapered silicon waveguides, whereas the fabricated plasmonic
slot waveguide is not. This is mainly due to using the FIB. Figure 6.23 shows the SEM
image of the plasmonic splitter before and after using the FIB. The absence of the tapered
silicon waveguide and the misalignment between the plasmonic slot waveguide and the
silicon waveguide (see Figure 6.24 (e)) resulted in a narrowing of the measured spectrum
due to the reduction of the overlapped area between the mode size supported by the slot
waveguide and the silicon waveguide.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of the experimental and simulation results of the plasmonic splitter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23: SEM image of the plasmonic splitter (a) before using the FIB and (b) after using the FIB.

Numerically, we investigated the effect of changing various parameters on the
spectrum response of the plasmonic splitter. The parameters that we changed were: the
length of the air-slot waveguide inside the silicon waveguide Ls, the width of the silicon
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waveguide WSi, the width of the plasmonic slot waveguide WSlot, the misalignment
between the plasmonic slot waveguide and the silicon waveguide S, and the propagation
length Lp. The optimum values that we used for Ls, WSi, WSlot, S, and Lp were 50 nm,
300 nm, 40 nm, 0 nm, and 500 nm, respectively. We studied the effect of changing one
parameter on the spectrum response while keeping the remaining parameters at their
optimum values. Changing Ls from 120 nm to 200 nm (see Figure 6.24(b)) resulted in a
change in the spectrum response shape mainly due to the Fabry-Perot cavity-like effect
(see Figure 6.16(d)) in addition to the impedance mismatch between the silicon and slot
waveguides which is a function of wavelength. Additionally, the spectrum could be
broadened by changing the dimension of WSi, (see Figure 6.24(c)) and WSlot
(see Figure 6.24(d)). Changing WSi from 300 nm to 400 nm, resulted in a narrowing of
the spectrum’s width by approximately 600 nm. Whereas, changing WSlot from 40 nm to
120 nm, resulted in a narrowing of the spectrum width by approximately 300 nm. This is
because, as the waveguide’s width changes, the mode size changes and consequently the
impedance mismatch between the silicon and slot waveguide changes. Further, we
observed that changing S from 0 nm to 80 nm resulted in a narrowing of the spectrum
response of the splitter by approximately 600 nm due to the reduction in the overlapped
area between the mode size supported by the slot waveguide and the silicon waveguide
(see Figure 6.24(e)). Finally, we found that changing Lp from 500 nm to 2000 nm resulted
in a reduction in the transmitted power into the output silicon waveguide mainly due to
the propagation loss of the metal and the Fabry-Perot effect (see Figure 6.24(f)). From
these simulation results, it is obvious that the spectrum response of the plasmonic splitter
is strongly dependent on WSi, WSlot, and S and less dependent on Ls and Lp.
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Figure 6.24: (a) Schematic of the plasmonic splitter. (b-f) Dependence of the spectrum response of the
plasmonic splitter on the length of the air-slot waveguide inside silicon Ls, width of the silicon waveguide
WSi, width of the plasmonic slot waveguide WSlot, misalignment between the plasmonic slot waveguide and
the silicon waveguide S, and propagation length Lp, respectively.

We compared the measured spectrum of a Y-shaped silicon splitter of a radius of
10 µm (see Figure 6.25(a)) with that of a straight silicon waveguide. We found that the
coupling efficiency of each branch of the Y-shaped silicon splitter is approximately 40%
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of that achieved by the straight silicon waveguide (see Figure 6.25(b)). We also
compared the measured spectrum of the Y-shaped silicon splitter with that of our
fabricated plasmonic splitter. We found that the coupling efficiency of our device is
between 7% and 35% of that achieved by the Y-shaped silicon splitter over a wavelength
of 1540 nm to 1570 nm (see Figure 6.25(c)). To investigate the effect of the propagation
length on the spectrum response of the plasmonic splitter, we fabricated two splitter
devices of different lengths. One plasmonic splitter had a length of 1250 nm and the other
had a length of 2250 nm. The experimental results (see Figure 6.25(d)) show that
changing the propagation length from 1250 nm to 2250 nm resulted in a reduction in the
transmitted power into the output silicon waveguide by about 6 dB. However, this
propagation loss is not directly related to the longer propagation length because the two
plasmonic splitters are not identical. It is almost impossible to fabricate two plasmonic
splitters that are identical due to fabrication errors. It is even impossible to get the same
coupling efficiency from each branch of a plasmonic splitter due to the asymmetry
between the two plasmonic waveguides (see Figure 6.25(e)). The propagation loss can be
minimized by reducing the time that the waveguides face the gallium ions when using the
FIB tool and by fabricating the length of the silicon air-slot waveguide at the optimum
length that results in high coupling efficiency. Also, preventing the gold from covering
the silicon waveguides near the splitter area will increase the coupling efficiency. As
shown in Figure 6.17(b), the gold film covered part of the input silicon waveguide which
reduced the coupled power into each branch of the splitter. The experimental results show
that the waveguides caused a wavelength cut-off around 1600 nm (see Figure 6.25(f)).
This happened because the fabricated silicon waveguides are slightly lower than 300 nm
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which caused a cut-off at about 1600 nm. The targeted width of the silicon waveguides
was 300 nm which supports the minimum TM mode size.
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Figure 6.25: (a) SEM image of a Y-shaped silicon waveguide with a radius of 10 µm. Experimental results
of (b) a straight silicon waveguide and a Y-shaped silicon splitter, (c) a Y-shaped silicon splitter and a
plasmonic splitter, (d) two plasmonic splitters of different lengths, (e) each branch of a plasmonic splitter,
and (f) a straight silicon waveguide, a Y-shaped silicon splitter, and two plasmonic splitters of different
lengths.
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a direct yet efficient short plasmonic coupler of a length of
33 nm to increase the coupling efficiency between a silicon waveguide and a
silver-air-silver plasmonic waveguide. Based on the coupler, we proposed a splitter that
delivers light from a silicon waveguide into two plasmonic waveguides achieving a
coupling efficiency of 45% for each branch. We also presented two potential applications
of the proposed coupler and splitter in two nano-scale plasmonic devices: a directional
coupler and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The overall efficiency was 37% for a 2 × 2
directional coupler switch and above 50% for the proposed designs of a Mach Zehnder
Interferometer. To confirm the analytical results, we fabricated and tested the coupler and
splitter.
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Chapter 7

Fabrication Process and Challenges

In this chapter, we introduce the fabrication process that we have used in fabricating all
the devices in this dissertation. We address the process steps and the challenges we faced
and the ways we were able to overcome them. In this research we used
silicon-on-insulator substrates for the fabrication of the devices. Other materials could
have been used.

7.1 Fabrication Process
Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates are used in the fabrication of the optical waveguides
because they provide a high index contrast with low transmission losses that is required
for guiding light. Also, SOI technology is widely used in microelectronics fabrication
which makes it possible for future integration of optoelectronic components on the same
chip. The main source of losses in the SOI waveguides is from the sidewall roughness.
Lee et al. [1] reduced the sidewall roughness of a Si/SiO2 strip waveguide by oxidation
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smoothing and anisotropic etching methods and measured a transmission loss of
0.8 dB/cm. The fabrication process of SOI technology (as shown in Figure 7.1) mainly
involves: SOI cleaning, photoresist coating, electron-beam lithography, chemical or
plasma etch, and film deposition. The surface of the SOI wafers should be maintained
cleaned during the fabrication process to prevent defects from occurring in the integrated
optical circuit. Cleaning is done by immersing the wafers in hot chemical paths to remove
heavy metal, organic and ionic contaminations in addition to removing oxide from the top
of the SOI. After cleaning, a photoresist that is sensitive to electron-beam is spun coated
on the top of the wafer. The two types of photoresist that we used in our work are a
negative resist (XR-1541) and a positive resist (Zep 520A). The unexposed areas in the
former one is removed by using AZ® 300 metal-ion-free (MIF) and the exposed areas in
the latter one is removed by using ZED-N50. In this work, the negative resist is used to
transfer the pattern to the silicon layer while the positive resist is used to define the
waveguide regions where metal deposition is needed.
High resolution lithography is required in optical integrated circuits. The resolution of
the G-line (1000 nm), I-line (500 nm), and deep ultra violet (300 nm) is insufficient to
fabricate the PC structures. High resolution lithography is possible using electron-beam
lithography that can directly transfer the pattern to the photoresist without using a mask.
When the accelerated electron-beam electrons interact with the negative resist, the resist
transforms to hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) that does not dissolve in the MIF developer.
HSQ acts as silicon oxide except that it has many hydrogen bonds. Heating up the resist
for several minutes reduces the number of hydrogen bonds and consequently hardens HSQ
[2]. Secondary electrons may be generated due to the interaction of the electron-beam
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electrons with the substrate. These secondary electrons increase the dose of the features
that are affected by them. This is called the proximity effect. It has the effect of changing
the feature size in addition to reducing the resolution of the fabricated devices [3]. One
way to decrease the proximity effect is by adjusting the size and separation distance
between the written features. Another way is by performing a dose test to find out the
exact dose that is needed to write the features. Figure 7.2 shows how a high dose causes
surface roughness and a bad sidewall angle.
1. Clean SOI wafer by immersing
the wafer in hot chemical paths

2. Coat with Negative Resist
(XR-1541)

3.

Expose in E-Beam
E-Beam

Negative Resist (XR-1541)
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Si

Si

Si

SiO2

SiO2

SiO2
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5.

Chlorine Plasma Etch
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SiO22
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~
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Figure 7.1: Fabrication process of the dielectric, photonic crystal, and plasmonic waveguides.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2: High dose causes both surface roughness and bad sidewall angles in a PC structure that consists
of (a) silicon pillars in air and (b) square air-holes in silicon.

Several minutes to several hours are needed when using electron-beam lithography to
transfer the pattern to the resist. The electron-beam divides the pattern into many square
fields. Each field area is 300 × 300 µm2. Longer exposure time is needed when either the
total area of the written pattern or the number of exposure fields increases. Field stitching
may occur when two or more exposure fields are performed to write a feature. This occurs
when the tool fails to align the feature that was written in different exposure fields [3]. As
shown in Figure 7.3, the straight waveguide was written in three exposure fields. Due to
stitching, we measured high losses in the fabricated waveguides. The separation distance
between the scattered light was measured and found to be equal to the electron-beam stage
step (300 µm). In order to reduce the stitching effect, the features should be written within
the exposure field and away from the corners of the exposure field.
After transferring the pattern on the negative resist, the unexposed areas of the resist
are removed by developing the wafer in MIF developer for four minutes. The exposed
resist acts as a mask during the etching process to transfer the pattern on the silicon. The
mask should be thick enough to protect the underneath features during the etching
process. The sidewall angle of a feature is as good as its mask. Chlorine plasma, which
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consists of Cl2 and BCl3, is used to etch the unprotected silicon. Cl2 is used to etch silicon
while BCl3 is used to remove any native oxide. The mask is not removed after etching
silicon because it acts as silicon oxide.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.3: Stitching effect. (a) Micrsocopic image of the scattered light at the locations of stitching.
(b) Scanning electron microscope image of the separation distance that is caused by the stitching effect.

After the pattern is transferred onto the silicon, the waveguides are either released or
buried in oxide (or metal) depending on the application of the fabricated devices. The
waveguides are released by removing part of the oxide layer under the silicon layer using
a buffered oxide etchant (BOE) solution for 10 minutes. In order to release a waveguide,
the fabricated SOI is spun coated with a positive resist (HPR 504). The resist is exposed
using the light of a microscope. The exposed resist is then removed using Cd-26
developer for one minute. Figure 7.4(a) shows the microscopic image of the opening on
top of the features that will be released. The etch rate of the BOE solution was
56 nm/min. Figure 7.4(b) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
released features.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4: Microsopic image of the photoresist shape (a) after development in Cd-26 and (b) after dipping
the device in BOE.

Tetra-ethyl-ortho-silicate (TEOS) oxide and gold are used to cover the fabricated
devices. Gold deposition is done using the lift-off process that involves using the bilayer
technique. The bottom layer is 495MW PMMA and the top layer is ZEP 520A. The
bottom layer is made thicker than that of the top layer to assist removing the deposited
gold from the unwanted areas. The top resist is the one that is exposed to the electronbeam when defining the regions where gold is to be deposited. After exposure, the
exposed top layer is developed using ZED-N50 for 45 seconds and the underneath layer is
developed using methyl isobutyl ketone:isopropanol (MIBK:IPA) for 2 minutes [4]. The
top layer is undercut to assist removing the deposited metal. Gold is deposited using an
evaporator followed by a lift-off using acetone and methylene chloride.

7.2 Dose Test
The exposure dose of an isolated feature is different when it is among other features
mainly due to the backscattering of electrons. A dose test is used to find out the required
dose or set of doses that are required to write the features in each device. Writing a whole
device for a dose test is inefficient and takes a lot of time. To reduce the writing time, a
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sample of the device under investigation is written. This sample is repeated many times in
which a different dose is used at each time. To find out the required dose or set of doses to
write the features, SEM is used to inspect the size and height of the features in each
sample after the pattern is transferred to silicon. The dose of the feature that matches the
design parameters was used later on to fabricate the actual designed devices with their
original size. The dose tests that we performed in this work are for the following structures.

7.2.1 Silicon Pillars in Oxide
We selected a sample from the PC structure of silicon pillars in air (as shown in
Figure 7.5) to perform the dose test. The circles represent the circular silicon pillars and
the rectangles represent the strip waveguides. The sample was repeated 12 times in which
a different dose is used at each time. The dose range was from 750 – 2400 µC/cm2.

Figure 7.5: Sample of the silicon pillars in air.

Chlorine plasma, which consists of Cl2 and BCl3, was used to etch the unprotected
silicon. Different etching recipes were used to find out the one that achieves vertical
sidewalls of a height of about one micron without surface roughness. Table 1 shows some
of the recipes that were used with SEM images of the transferred pattern. The RF and
pressure values were changed in addition to the Cl2 and BCl3 flow rates. The etch time
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for all samples was fixed for 7 minutes. The selectivity of silicon to XR-1541 is about
12 to one if the XR-1541 is crosslinked (i.e. transformed to oxide after exposure). We
found that the etch rate is low when the pressure is low as shown in recipes (1-4). Also
we found that the surface roughness increases when RF = 100 Watts (i.e., maximum
operating value of the tool) as shown in recipe # 3. Using BCl3 is important to smooth the
sidewalls of the features (compare recipes # 1 and # 2). A faulty recipe may result in a
bottle neck shaped or slanted sidewall, as shown in recipe # 5. The optimal recipe is when
RF = 70 – 90 Watts, pressure = 20 mtorr, and flow rates of Cl2 and BCl3 are 70 sccm and
2 sccm, respectively (as shown in recipes # 6 and # 7).
Table 7.1: Demonstration of a few etching recipes that were done to find the one that resulted in vertical
sidewalls.
Recipe
RF
Pressure Cl2
BCl3
#
[Watts] [mtorr] [sccm] [sccm]

SEM
Images

Results

1

90

5

70

2

Sidewall is not vertical.
Required feature height was not reached.

2

90

5

70

0

Sidewall suffers more tapering when BCl3
is not used.
Required feature height was not reached.

3

100

5

70

2

Surface roughness is high.
Required feature height was not reached.

4

90

10

70

2

Sidewall is not straight and vertical. Mask
shrinked in lateral direction.
Required feature height was not reached.

5

90

15

50

2

Sidewall is not vertical.
Required feature height was reached.

6

70

20

70

2

Sidewall is almost vertical except that the
base of the rod is wide. Required feature
height was reached.

7

90

20

70

2

Best recipe. Reasonable vertical sidewalls
of a height of about one micron without
surface roughness.

After fabricating the silicon pillars, the whole device was buried in oxide in order to
maximize the photonic band gap and provide index guiding in the vertical direction. We
used two methods to do that. One method was by using TEOS oxide (as shown in
Figure 7.6(a)) and the other was by using XR-1541 (as shown in Figure 7.6(b)). In the
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former method, the oxide covered the top edges of the pillars and closed the spacing
between the adjacent pillars. This prevented oxide from reaching the bottom of the
pillars. To keep depositing oxide without closing the top was impossible because the
spacing between the pillars is small compared to the height of the pillars. In the latter
method, the XR-1541 caused a lot of stress that in turn caused a lot of cracks, as shown in
Figure 7.6(b). Clearly, the approach that was followed is not suitable to fabricate this
device. In the future we will look for another method to deposit oxide.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6: SEM images of silicon pillars after partially covered with (a) TEOS and (b) XR-1541.

7.2.2 Square Air-Holes in Silicon
We selected a sample from the PC structure of air-holes in silicon (as shown in
Figure 7.7) to perform the dose test. The dose test was performed to find out the required
dose to write the square air-holes. The sample was repeated 12 times at different doses.
The dose range for the square air-holes was from 750 – 2400 µC/cm2. The dose for the
input and output silicon waveguides as well as the device holders (blue color in
Figure 7.7) was fixed at 700 µC/cm2. On the other hand, the dose for the line defect
waveguides and the tapered input waveguide (pink color in Figure 7.7) was fixed at
1200 µC/cm2.
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Figure 7.7: Sample of the square air-holes in silicon.

We used the same etch recipe that was used to fabricate the silicon pillars. To release
the air-hole structure, the fabricated device was dipped in BOE to etch about 500 nm of
the oxide underneath the square-holes. A mask in the form of positive photoresist
(HPR 504) was used to protect the places that did not interact with BOE. The photoresist
was exposed by using the light from a microscope. A dose test was conducted to find out
the shape and dimension of the exposed photoresist area. As shown in Figure 7.8(a), the
minimum diameter of the circular opening was about 37 µm. The air-hole structure
dimensions were designed to be slightly larger than 37 µm (as shown in Figure 7.8(b))
because BOE is an isotropic etching process in which oxide is removed in the vertical
and lateral directions at the same rate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: Microscopic image of the opening by using the light from a microscope. (a) Diameter
measurement of the circular opening. (b) Circular opening on the top of the air-hole structure.
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In general when using the electron-beam lithography, low dose is required for largefeature areas and high dose for small-feature areas. This rule may change based on the
geometry of the pattern. Lower dose value is required to write a small feature area that is
close to large features than that of a standalone feature. This is because there is back
reflection from the electron-beam electrons that were used to write large features. These
reflected electrons lower the dose of the areas that are affected. Different doses are
required to write the features in our design. We used a dose of 700 µC/cm2,
1200 µC/cm2, and 1550 µC/cm2 to write the input and output waveguides, line defect
waveguides and input taper, and the square air-holes, respectively. Figure 7.9(a) shows
the SEM image of the square air-hole structure after it was released by using BOE. We
found that the PC waveguides fell down because the waveguides were not released at the
same time due to the circular opening diameter being smaller than the actual device
dimension. To prove that this was the case, we increased the circular opening dimensions
to cover the whole air-hole structure in addition to small parts of the waveguides. The
SEM image of the released PC waveguides is as shown in Figure 7.9(b). The PC
waveguides in this case did not fall down. They began to slope as we moved away from
the waveguides towards the central area. A second dose test was carried out after we
reduced the size of the air-hole structure to be lower than 37 µm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: Scanning electron microscope image of the released air-hole structure: (a) when the circular
opening did not cover the whole air-hole structure and (b) when the circular opening covered the air-hole
structure in addition to some parts of the waveguides.

7.2.3 Vertical Ring Coupler
We selected a sample from the vertical microring coupler (as shown in Figure 7.10) to
perform the dose test. Two electron-beam lithographies are needed to fabricate these
features. The circles represent the microring structure that will be written in the first
electron-beam lithography, while the top shape in Figure 7.10 represents the waveguide
that will be written on the SOI in the second electron-beam lithography. The sample was
repeated 6 times in which a different dose is used at each time. The dose range was from
600 – 1350 µC/cm2.

Figure 7.10: Sample of the vertical ring coupler.

We conducted a dose test to find out the required dose to write the vertical ring
coupler and the required time to etch the top layer. To do that, we deposited 80 nm of
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oxide on top of the SOI wafer. Then we deposited a 5 µm of polysilicon by using the low
pressure chemical vapor deposition method. We found that polysilicon has many defects,
as shown in Figure 7.11(a). We also found that the mask failed to protect the silicon
during etching, as shown in Figures 7.11(b and c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.11: Scanning electron microscope images of: (a) polysilicon defects, (b and c) features height after
etching silicon.

We found that two things should be done to fabricate the vertical ring coupler: one is
to deposit silicon by using the epitaxial growth method to reduce the number of defects
and the other is to reduce the silicon height to less than 2 µm so that the mask will be able
to protect the top waveguides during the etching process. If silicon is grown on top of an
oxide substrate by the epitaxial method, the resulted silicon is polysilicon with fewer
defects than that if polysilicon is deposited. A second dose test was performed for the
vertical ring coupler. A buffered oxide of a height of 80 nm was deposited on top of the
SOI wafer, followed by the deposition of silicon of a height of 1700 nm by the epitaxial
growth method. In order to fabricate the top waveguide including the microring, the
wafer was spun coated with a negative resist (XR-1541 22%). The XR-1541 22% should
be thick enough to protect the top waveguides during the plasma etch. A maximum film
thickness of 845 nm can be achieved when coating a wafer at a speed of 1000 rpm for
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one minute. The post bake was done for four minutes to remove solvent from the coated
film.
The electron-beam was used to transfer the pattern on the negative resist. A hard bake
was done to solidify the XR-1541 film. Next, the unexposed areas of the resist were
removed by developing the wafer in MIF developer for 12 minutes. Another hard bake
was done to harden the XR-1541. The stress of the XR-1541 film has increased as shown
in Figure 7.12(a). Fortunately, the cracks in the XR-1541 film did not cross the written
waveguides. Figure 7.12(b) shows the vertical ring coupler after developing the resist for
12 minutes.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7.12: Microscopic image of the microring coupler after development the XR-1541 for (a) 4 minutes
(with its magnified view of the ring coupler) and (b) 12 minutes (with its magnified view of the ring
coupler).
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7.2.4 Plasmonic Coupler and Splitter
We selected a sample from the plasmonic coupler and splitter (as shown in Figure 7.13)
to perform the dose test. The width of the waveguides in Figure 7.13 is either
300 nm (dielectric waveguide) or 40 nm (plasmonic waveguide). The sample was
repeated 12 times in which a different dose was used at each time. The dose range was
from 750 – 2400 µC/cm2.

Figure 7.13: Sample of the plasmonic coupler and splitter.

We found that we may use the same dose (1550 µC/cm2) to write the dielectric and
plasmonic waveguides if the size of the plasmonic waveguide is adjusted to be 20 nm. A
width of 20 nm at a dose of 1550 µC/cm2 is written as 40 nm. We also found that when
the plasmonic waveguide is at the center of the dielectric waveguide, the interface of the
dielectric waveguide is rounded (as shown in Figures 7.14(a, b, d, and e). Straight
interface between the dielectric and plasmonic waveguide is possible when two
plasmonic waveguides are placed at the edges of the dielectric waveguide as shown in
Figures 7.14(c and f).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.14: Scanning electron microscope images of (a-c) coupler and (d-f) splitter designs.

7.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the methods and processes used to fabricate the devices
proposed in this dissertation document.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we conclude our research work and indicate directions for future work.

8.1 Conclusions
Mode mismatch, which is considered one of the obstacles that prevents the multiple
applications of the optical integrated circuits, causes radiation and back reflection. In this
dissertation, we designed, fabricated and experimentally demonstrated different couplers
to achieve mode matching between waveguides of different geometries and propagation
mechanisms. The three main types of waveguides that were involved in our work were:
the conventional optical waveguides, the photonic crystal (PC) waveguides, and the
plasmonic waveguides.
In Chapter 3, we proposed two engineering methodologies that provide higher
coupling efficiency between a dielectric waveguide and a tapered planar PC waveguide
than what has been reported in the literature. The proposed methods achieve mode
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matching by introducing structural imperfections to change the mode size and shape
inside the taper to match that of the line defect waveguide. In method one, we showed the
importance of changing the size and position of each inner taper rod in increasing the
coupling efficiency. Each inner taper rod is treated as matching impedance that is tuned
by changing its size and position until maximum coupling is reached. The maximum
coupling efficiency at 1.55 µm from the size change method was above 88%, while it was
above 94% from the position change method. By combining the effect of the size and
position change methods, we found that the order of which method to apply first is
important because the wave faces different scattering mechanisms in each case. Our
results show that applying the size change method, followed by the position change
method, increased the coupling efficiency to about 96% without affecting the
transmission spectrum of the coupler. In method two, we presented a hybrid PC structure
that increases mode coupling. Series of cavities were introduced next to the upper taper
rods’ position from both sides before the inner taper rods’ positions were changed,
achieving over 94% power transmission at the end.
In Chapter 4, we used a resonant cavity at the intersection area between two
intersecting waveguides to reduce the crosstalk into the intersected waveguides. The key
idea is to excite modes orthogonal to each other at the intersection area. The resonant
cavity used in our design is shown to be very compact. Three PC structures are studied:
one consists of cylindrical silicon-rods in air, another consists of cubic silicon-rods in air,
and the other consists of cubic air-holes in silicon. In the former structure, the quality
factor of the cavity increases by replacing the line defect waveguides with the dielectric
strip waveguides. Based on the two-dimensional simulation results, we found that the
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“3 × 3” structure with the strip waveguides achieved crosstalk reduction of 21 dB lower
than that achieved without using the strip waveguides. We also found that more crosstalk
reduction could be achieved by reducing the spacing between the strip waveguide and the
cavity. The overall crosstalk reduction for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1” structures was
-91 dB, -76 dB, and -44 dB, respectively. The measured crosstalk values for the two latter
structures are two times lower (in dB) than those reported in the literature. Replacing the
cylindrical rods by cubic ones resulted in wider spectrum and less crosstalk. We found
that more than -19 dB of crosstalk reduction can be achieved by applying the space
reduction method. The overall crosstalk reduction for the “5 × 5”, “3 × 3”, and “1 × 1”
structures was -105 dB, -90 dB, and -43 dB, respectively. Finally, the image reversal of
the cubic rods (i.e., air-holes in silicon) was fabricated and tested. We experimentally
showed that the crosstalk reduction of the “7 × 7” and “3 × 3” air-hole structures is about
-20 dB and -10 dB, respectively. The experimental results exhibited similar performances
to those predicted by the numerical simulations.
In Chapter 5, silicon-to-silicon couplers were proposed to couple light from optical
fiber into SOI waveguides based on microring vertical couplers. Our simulation results
show that the couplers have very high efficiency. A semi-disk was proposed to control
the propagation direction of the coupled light in the SOI waveguide and to assist the
mode conversion. The microring coupler was fabricated and tested to confirm the
analytical results.
In Chapter 6, we showed that a matching coupler at the interface between a dielectric
waveguide and a plasmonic waveguide can be designed to increase the coupling
efficiency and improve the alignment tolerance. Based on the coupler, we designed a
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nano-scale plasmonic splitter with a coupling efficiency of 45% for each branch that
operates at the optical telecom wavelength. The splitting ratio can be controlled by either
varying the position or width of the two branches. We also presented two potential
applications of our proposed coupler and splitter in both the directional couplers and
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs). The two devices are embedded between two
dielectric waveguides. The overall efficiency was 37% for a 2 × 2 directional coupler
switch and above 50% for the proposed designs for a MZI. Finally, the plasmonic air-slot
coupler and the plasmonic splitter were fabricated and tested. The experimental results
exhibited similar performances to those predicted by the numerical simulations.

8.2 Future Work
To extend our research, we propose the following work:

•

In Chapter 4, we presented the experimental results of the crosstalk structure that
consists of square air-holes in silicon. The coupling efficiency was poor because
there was a mode mismatch between the line defect waveguide (width of 448 nm)
and the output dielectric waveguide (width of 2 µm). Also, the bends that we used
in our design have a width of 2 µm that caused high losses because of the
interference between the fundamental mode and the higher order modes supported
by the waveguide. The coupling efficiency can be increased by either adding
J-couplers at all the output ports (as shown in Figure 8.1(a)) or by changing the
width of the input and output dielectric waveguides to match that of the line
defect waveguides (as shown in Figure 8.1(b)). The J-coupler is expected to
increase the coupling efficiency, but its fabrication price will be almost four times
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the price of fabrication of the structure shown in Figure 8.1(b). That is why we
recommend the fabrication of the structure shown in Figure 8.1(b). Scanning
electron microscope image of the proposed structure is shown in Figure 8.1(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8.1: Schematic of the proposed design for the crosstalk structure that can be used to increase the
coupling efficiency by either (a) using a J-coupler for all the input and output waveguides or (b) by making
the width of the input and output waveguides equal to that of the line defect waveguide. (c) Scanning
electron microscope image of the fabricated structure that is shown in Figure 8.1(b).

•

In Chapter 5, we presented the experimental results of the vertical microring
coupler. We believe that the coupling efficiency was not much higher than that of
the reference silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide because of three main reasons.
First, the deposited silicon (top layer) has many defects which caused back
reflection and radiation losses. These defects are the result of depositing epitaxial
silicon on top of an oxide layer. Second, tapering the 18 µm SOI waveguide
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underneath the microring to 2 µm over a length of 3 mm caused high propagation
losses. Third, the thickness of the oxide layer between the microring coupler and
the SOI waveguide is somewhat thick (80 nm) that prevented more light from
coupling into the SOI waveguide. The coupling efficiency can be increased by
fabricating the structure (shown in Figure 8.2) in which the following conditions
are met: the width of the SOI waveguide is reduced at the overlap area to about
13 µm, the tapering length of the SOI waveguide is about 1 mm, and the thickness
of the deposited oxide is reduced to about 50 nm.

Figure 8.2: Schematic of the microring coupler.

•

In Chapter 6, we presented the experimental results of the plasmonic air-slot
coupler and splitter. The fabrication process involved the use of the focused ion
beam (FIB) to define the air-slot waveguides. The FIB introduced gallium ions
into the waveguides in addition to milling some of the gold layer during the
alignment process. Consequently, the losses were high. The fabrication process
can be simplified by replacing the air-slot waveguides with silicon waveguides
(as shown in Figure 8.3). These waveguides are buried in gold to form the
plasmonic splitter branches.
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Figure 8.3: Schematic of the proposed plasmonic splitter.

8.3 Summary
In this chapter, we concluded our research work and indicated future research directions
for this dissertation.
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APPENDIX A

Crosstalk Reduction in Square Cavities

This appendix provides a copy of the following publication1:
R. A. Wahsheh, Z. Lu, and M. A. G. Abushagur, “Cross talk reduction in square
cavities,” IEEE Photonics Journal, vol. 1, September 2009, pp. 191-196.

1

Reprinted from IEEE Photonics Journal, vol. 1, R. A. Wahsheh, Z. Lu, and M. A. G. Abushagur, “Cross
talk reduction in square cavities,” September 2009, pp. 191-196, Copyright 2009, with permission from
IEEE.
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APPENDIX B

Nanoplasmonic Couplers and Splitters

This appendix provides a copy of the following publication1:
R. A. Wahsheh, Z. Lu, and M. A. G. Abushagur, “Nanoplasmonic couplers and splitters,”
Optics Express, vol. 17, October 2009, pp. 19033-19040.

1

Reprinted from Optics Express, vol. 17, R. A. Wahsheh, Z. Lu, and M. A. G. Abushagur, “Nanoplasmonic
couplers and splitters,” October 2009, pp. 19033-19040, Copyright 2009, with permission from Optical
Society of America.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present novel designs and analysis of ultracompact couplers and 1 x 2 splitters based on plasmonic waveguides.
Numerical simulation shows coupling efficiency up to 88% for the former
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1. Introduction

Recent interest arises in plasmonic waveguides (i.e., waveguides in conjunction with surface
plasmons), which promise to play an important role in minimizing the footprint required to
integrate multiple optoelectronic devices on the same chip. In particular, plasmonic
waveguides formed by metal-dielectric-metal (MDM) structures can tightly confine light in
the dielectric region on deep sub-wavelength scales [1—4] which is not possible using
conventional dielectric waveguides due to diffraction limit [5]. However, the smaller the
modal size in the dielectric region of the MDM, the larger the propagation loss due to the
metallic losses. The tradeoff between mode confinement and propagation loss can be
addressed by integrating both dielectric waveguides and plasmonic waveguides in the same
system. To this end, efficient coupling between dielectric waveguides and plasmonic
waveguides is of great significance.
It is necessary to use dielectric waveguides to connect the plasmonic devices to the light
source and detector so that the propagation losses due to the metallic interaction are
dramatically reduced. To achieve that, several different coupling methods have been proposed
to increase the coupling efficiency from a dielectric waveguide into a plasmonic waveguide,
such as direct coupling [6], multi-section taper [6], λ/4 coupler [7], adiabatic tapered coupler
[8], and nonadiabatic tapered coupler [8,9]. Also, several different T- and Y-shaped splitters
have been proposed [10—14]. Splitters are used in optical circuit elements and devices such as
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [15—17] because they are considered as the platform
for the optical sensors. In Y-junctions, the radius of curvature plays an important role in
reducing radiation losses and increasing the size of the fabricated devices [10,11]. In Tjunctions, the intersection area should be designed to increase the coupling efficiency and
reduce back reflection. Coupling efficiency can be increased using a resonant cavity at the
intersection area [12], using photonic crystal waveguides [13], or using plasmonic waveguides
[14].
A recent numerical simulation demonstrated a coupling efficiency of 68% by directly
coupling light from a 300 nm wide silicon waveguide into a 40 nm silver-air-silver plasmonic
waveguide [6]. Coupling efficiency was further improved to 93% by using a multi-section
taper of a length of 400 nm, which was designed by a genetic global optimization algorithm
and analyzed with a finite-difference frequency-domain methodology. In this work, we
propose a direct yet efficient short plasmonic coupler of a length of 33 nm to increase the
coupling efficiency between a silicon waveguide and a silver-air-silver plasmonic waveguide.
Based on the coupler, we also propose a splitter that delivers light from a silicon waveguide
into two plasmonic waveguides. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that one
reports a 1 x 2 splitter from a silicon waveguide into two MDM plasmonic waveguides. The
coupling efficiency and the spectrum response of both devices are investigated using the two dimensional (2D) finite-difference time-domain method [18] with a uniform mesh size of 1
nm to accurately capture the change of the field at the interface between the dielectric and
plasmonic waveguides. The fundamental transverse magnetic mode is excited in the singlemode dielectric waveguide and the transmitted power is measured by a power monitor that is
placed close to the interface with the single-mode plasmonic waveguide [6]. Then, the
coupling efficiency is calculated by normalizing the transmitted power with respect to the
input power. The perfectly matched layer is used to attenuate the field within its region
without back reflection [19]. The metal losses are included in our simulations and the relative
permittivity of the silver at the free-space wavelength λo = 1.55 µm using the commercial
software FullWAVE from RSOFT is -103.7 + 8.1j.
In order to validate our results, we started by simulating the structure proposed by Veronis
and Fan [6] and obtained the same coupling efficiency (68%) by directly coupling light from a
300 nm wide silicon waveguide into a 40 nm silver-air-silver plasmonic waveguide. By
analyzing the numerical results, it is obvious that the light wave from the dielectric waveguide
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excites surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) along the dielectric-plasmonic boundaries and the
SPPs will be “funneled” into the MDM plasmonic waveguides. This funneling process can
conceptually explain why light can be efficiently coupled from a large (300 nm) dielectric
waveguide into a tiny (40 nm) dielectric slot MDM waveguide. Recently, we found that the
coupling efficiency can be greatly improved simply by incorporating a rectangular air-gap
(i.e., slot waveguide) and hence preventing transverse “funneling leakage” at the interface
between the dielectric waveguide and the MDM plasmonic waveguide [20]. Herein, we
present the design steps and numerical results for the proposed air-gap couplers (AGCs) and
splitters.
2. Air-gap coupler design

First, we consider an ultra-short matching rectangular AGC inside the plasmonic waveguide
at the interface with silicon, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In the 2D simulation, we varied the
dimensions of the coupler and measured the corresponding coupling efficiency. The
dependence of the coupling efficiency on the coupler’s width W and length L is shown in Fig.
1(b). We found that coupling efficiency had a maximum value when W matches the width of
the silicon waveguide. In particular, the coupling efficiency is above 87.7% for 30 nm < L <
40 nm and is maximized for L = 33 nm (coupling efficiency = 88.1%). Tapering the edges of
the rectangular AGC can further increase the coupling efficiency to 90% [20], but doing so
will also increase the fabrication complexity. In this work, we only consider the rectangular
AGC and optimize its length as 40 nm to match that of the width of the plasmonic waveguide.
The field distribution of the coupled light for the rectangular AGC is shown in Fig. 1(c).
Silver

Air

Silver

Silver

Air

Silver

L
W
Silicon

(a)

Air

(b)

Silicon

Air

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the basic proposed coupler (top view). (b) Coupling efficiency as a
function of the coupler’s width W and length L. (c) Field distribution of the coupled light at λo
= 1.55 µm for the air-gap coupler.

Veronis and Fan [6] found that to maximize the coupling efficiency between the dielectric
waveguide and the plasmonic waveguide, there is an optimal width of the dielectric
waveguide for a given width of the plasmonic waveguide. As shown in Fig. 2, the optimal
width of the dielectric waveguide is 300 nm when the width of the plasmonic waveguide is 40
nm. We found that this dependency is broadened when using our proposed AGC. Increasing
the size of the dielectric waveguide from 300 nm to 500 nm resulted in a decrease in the
coupling efficiency by about 15% as opposed to 45% for the case without using the AGC.
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Fig. 2. Coupling efficiency for the basic structure [Fig. 1(c)] as a function of the dielectric
waveguide‘s width.
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Air

Silver

26%

Silicon

d1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the position misalignment d1 between the silicon waveguide and the
plasmonic waveguide with the AGC connected to it. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of
d1. (c) Field distribution for the structure shown in Fig. 3(a) when d1 = 150 nm.

Moreover, our coupler allows for considerable alignment tolerance, which is necessary for
practical applications since accurately aligning the silicon waveguide to the plasmonic
waveguide is a difficult task. To evaluate the effect of the misalignment, two configurations
are examined. One is for the misalignment of both the MDM waveguide and the AGC with
respect to the silicon waveguide as a function of the displacement d1 [as shown in Fig. 3(a)].
Another is for the misalignment of the MDM waveguide with respect to both AGC and silicon
waveguide as a function of the displacement d2 [as shown in Fig. 4(a)]. The misalignment in
both cases is exaggerated in order to show the effect of using the AGC. Figures 3(b) and 4(b)
show the coupling efficiency with and without using the AGC as a function of the
displacement d1 and d2, respectively. We found that the misalignment tolerance is much
higher for both cases when using the AGC. For example, if the plasmonic waveguide center is
at the edge of the silicon waveguide (i.e., d1 = 150 nm) as shown in Fig. 3(a), the coupling
efficiency is about 1% without using the AGC and about 26% when the AGC is used. In
another example, if the MDM waveguide is placed next to the AGC (i.e., d2 = 170 nm) as
shown in Fig. 4(c), then coupling efficiency is negligible without using the AGC and about
41% when the AGC is used. Note that there is almost no alignment overlap between the
dielectric waveguide and the MDM plasmonic waveguide. From this analysis, it is obvious
that in order to achieve high coupling efficiency, the AGC‘s edges should be aligned to the
silicon waveguide edges and the MDM waveguide should be placed at the center of the
silicon waveguide.
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(a)
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(c)

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of the position misalignment d2 between the silicon waveguide with the
AGC connected to it and the plasmonic waveguide. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function of d2.
(c) Field distribution for the structure shown in Fig. 4(a) when d2 = 170 nm.
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80%

(a)

80%

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The electric field distribution when (a) the width of the AGC does not match that of the
silicon waveguide, (b) the width of the AGC matches that of the silicon waveguide and the
MDM waveguide is at the center, and (c) the width of the AGC matches that of
silicon waveguide and the MDM waveguide is not at the center.

In our couplers, the rectangular air-gap plays an important role in increasing both the
coupling efficiency (as shown in Fig. 1) and improving the alignment tolerance of the
plasmonic waveguide with respect to the dielectric waveguide (as shown in Figs. 3 and 4). To
verify this, we made several additional simulations and found that without using the AGC the
plasmonic mode was excited at the interface between metal and silicon that had a different
mode size than that of the MDM waveguide. After using the AGC, the plasmonic mode size
partially matched that of the MDM waveguide because the AGC formed a cavity between the
metal and silicon, which enabled more power to couple into the MDM waveguide. When the
AGC does not have the same width as that of the silicon waveguide, the SPP excitation starts
from the area that is not covered with the AGC. Then the SPP is coupled inside the AGC and
propagates towards the MDM waveguide and couples into the MDM waveguide, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). When AGC covers the whole silicon area and the MDM waveguide is at the center,
as shown in Fig. 5(b), the SPP excitation starts at an equal distance from the MDM waveguide
and then is coupled into the MDM waveguide. When the MDM waveguide is not at the
center, SPP excitation starts away from the MDM waveguide before it is coupled into the
MDM waveguide [Fig. 5(c)]. This proves that the MDM waveguide introduces transverse
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metal boundaries that prevent the transverse leakage of SPPs and consequently increases the
coupling efficiency.
We can further explain why one structure has higher coupling efficiency than another. For
example, the coupling efficiency for the structure shown in Fig. 1(c) has the highest coupling
efficiency (about 88%) because the SPP excitation starts at equidistance from both sides of
the centered MDM waveguide and are “funneled” into the MDM waveguide. In another
example, the coupling efficiency for the structure shown in Fig. 5(a) is less than that for the
structure shown in Fig. 1(c) because part of the excited SPP propagates away from the AGC
and also the excited SPP mode at the interface between silicon and metal travels towards the
AGC, which has a different dielectric material (air). On the other hand, when the width of the
AGC is higher than that of the silicon waveguide, the AGC does not act as a cavity because
the bottom of the extra length is terminated by air and not by silicon. Thus, the coupling
efficiency dropped dramatically.
3. Splitter design

Ultra compact splitters are required in nanophotonic circuits in order to minimize the required
area to produce multiple photonic devices on the same chip. The coupler introduced in the
previous section can be easily used to design splitters. In this section, two methods were used
to design splitters: one method by using the AGC and the other one without using the AGC.
In the first method, we designed a 3-dB splitter by increasing the separation distance g 1
between the two MDM waveguides [as shown in Fig. 6(a)] until maximum coupling is
achieved. We found that the maximum coupling efficiency is about 37% for each branch
when g1 = 160 nm, as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). This configuration has the advantage in
easy fabrication.

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of the splitter structure without the air-gap coupler. (b) Coupling
efficiency as a function of the separation distance g1. (c) Field distribution for the
structure shown in Fig. 6(a) for g1 = 160 nm.

The efficiency can be further increased using the air-gap coupler. In the second method,
we designed a 3-dB splitter by increasing the separation distance g2 between the two MDM
waveguides [as shown in Fig. 7(a)] until maximum coupling is achieved. The increase in g2
was done after the addition of the rectangular AGC. We found that the maximum coupling
efficiency is about 45% for each branch for g2 = 260 nm, as shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c).
Over 90% of power in total can be delivered into two MDM plasmonic waveguides.
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Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of the splitter structure with the air-gap coupler. (b) Coupling efficiency
as a function of the separation distance g2. (c) Field distribution for the structure shown in Fig.
7(a) for g2 = 260 nm.
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of the asymmetric splitter structure. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function
of the displacement D2. (c) Field distribution for D2 = 150 nm.
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Fig. 9. (a) Schematic of the asymmetric splitter structure. (b) Coupling efficiency as a function
of W2. (c) Field distribution for W2 = 100 nm and W1 = 40 nm.

The splitting ratio can be easily controlled by the position of the MDM waveguides WR
and WL, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Before shifting WL, the displacement between the two
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waveguides was 260 nm, which resulted in a coupling efficiency of 45%. As expected, we
found that as D2 increases, coupling efficiency into the shifted waveguide decreases and
coupling efficiency into the fixed waveguide increases [as shown in Fig. 8(b)]. Figure 8(c)
shows the coupling efficiency ratio between WL and WR for D2 = 150 nm. Even when there
is no overlap between the shifted MDM waveguide and silicon waveguide, the coupled power
is about 10% in WL.
Another way to control the splitting ratio is by varying the width of MDM waveguides W1
and W2, as shown in Fig. 9(a). We found that as the width of W2 increases from 40 nm to 100
nm, the coupling efficiency in W2 increases slightly from 45% to 47%, while the
coupling efficiency in a 40 nm wide W1 decreases from 45% to 28% [as shown in Fig. 9(b)].
The field distribution for W2 = 100 nm and W1 = 40 nm is shown in Fig. 9(c).
4. Spectrum analysis

The proposed couplers and splitters can also operate at a broad frequency range. To show that,
we varied the wavelength of the light source and measured the corresponding coupling
efficiency. The coupling efficiency with respect to wavelength for the structures shown in
Figs. 1(c) (with and without AGC), 5(c), and 6(c) is shown in Fig. 10(a). Using AGC
broadens the spectrum range around the communication wavelength 1.55 µm for all
structures. Using two plasmonic waveguides in addition to AGC broadens the spectrum over
longer range. The wavelength dependent of the permittivity of metal is not very clear because
the coupling efficiency is measured close to the interface with silicon. If the coupling
efficiency is measured far away from the interface, then it will be obvious that the losses of
the metal increase significantly as the wavelength decreases.

Fig. 10. Spectrum of the structures shown in Fig. 1(c) (with and without the AGC) and Figs.
5(c) and 6(c).

5. Conclusions

To summarize, we showed that a matching coupler at the interface between a dielectric
waveguide and a plasmonic waveguide can be designed to increase the coupling efficiency as
well as the alignment tolerance when aligning a dielectric waveguide to a plasmonic
waveguide. In addition, based on the efficient couplers, nano-scale plasmonic 1 x 2 splitters
can be designed with a coupling efficiency of 45% for each branch that operates at the optical
telecom wavelength. The splitting ratio can be controlled by varying either the relative
position or width of the two branches. Finally, we investigated the spectrum of the proposed
structures and found that using the air-gap coupler broadens the spectrum around the optical
communication wavelength. Two potential applications of our proposed coupler and splitter: a
directional coupler and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer are presented in [17].
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APPENDIX C

Nanoplasmonic Directional Couplers and Mach-Zehnder
Interferometers

This appendix provides a copy of the following publication1:
R. A. Wahsheh, Z. Lu, and M. A. G. Abushagur, “Nanoplasmonic Directional Couplers
and Mach-Zehnder Interferometers,” Optics Communications, vol. 282, September 2009,
pp. 4622-4626.

1

Reprinted from Optics Communications, vol. 282, R. A. Wahsheh, Z. Lu, and M. A. G. Abushagur,
“Nanoplasmonic Directional Couplers and Mach-Zehnder Interferometers,” September 2009,
pp. 4622 4626, Copyright 2009, with permission from Elsevier.
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